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Abstract

There is extensive theoretical work on measures of inconsistency for arbitrary
formulae in knowledge bases. Many of these are de�ned in terms of the set
of minimal inconsistent subsets (MISes) of the base. However, few have been
implemented or experimentally evaluated to support their viability, since com-
puting all MISes is intractable in the worst case. Fortunately, recent work on
a related problem of minimal unsatis�able sets of clauses (MUSes) o�ers a vi-
able solution in many cases. In this paper, we begin by drawing connections
between MISes and MUSes through algorithms based on a MUS generalization
approach and a new optimized MUS transformation approach to �nding MISes.
We implement these algorithms, along with a selection of existing measures for
�at and strati�ed knowledge bases, in a tool called mimus. We then carry out
an extensive experimental evaluation of mimus using randomly generated arbi-
trary knowledge bases. We conclude that these measures are viable for many
large and complex random instances. Moreover, they represent a practical and
intuitive tool for inconsistency handling.

Keywords: inconsistency measures, minimal inconsistent subsets, minimal
unsatis�able subformulae, SAT, random SAT

1. Introduction

A fundamental law in classical logic says that if a knowledge base is incon-
sistent (contains a contradiction), then any statement from its language can be
proved through classical reasoning (ex falso quodlibet). While this is an un-
compromising view, it does highlight the negative implications of inconsistency
as well as a potential need to address the underlying causes. Inconsistency
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has been studied extensively in a range of applications. For example, in net-
work security, a logic-based analysis of inconsistency in an Intrusion Detection
System (IDS) was carried out in [MLMM11]. In this case the industry stan-
dard IDS [Roe99], which was the focus of this work, had a false alarm rate of
between 69% [TPFC08b] and 96% [TPFC08a] and it was suggested that this
was, at least in part, the result of inconsistency in the rule set. Moreover,
the size of the knowledge base in this example (involving around 8,500 unique
rules), emphasizes the need for a formal computational approach to inconsis-
tency handling. A variety of techniques have been proposed for this purpose. In
fault-based diagnostics [dKW87], as well as in coherence-based approaches for
defeasible reasoning (such as default logic) [Bre89, CLSS98] and argumentation
systems [BDP93], it is generally the case that reasoning from an inconsistent
knowledge base is tolerated through the notion of (preferred) consistent subsets.
In the related approach of inconsistency resolution, it is argued that it may be
more appropriate to resolve inconsistency. For example, in Requirements En-
gineering (RE), an inconsistency resolution approach for software requirements
speci�cations was proposed in [MJLL05]. In this work, resolving inconsistency
was seen as a useful means to make trade-o� decisions between stakeholders.
In particular, it was demonstrated that taking into account the strati�cation
of di�erent requirements allowed a consistent knowledge base to be recovered
while minimizing the loss of important requirements. Inconsistency handling
techniques have attracted attention from a range of other applications includ-
ing knowledge merging [QLB05] and ontology management [MQHL07] as well
as belief revision and negotiation [HK10].

In the Arti�cial Intelligence (AI) community, various methods have been
proposed to address the issue of formal inconsistency handling. In general, un-
derstanding the nature of inconsistency in a knowledge base is an important re-
quirement. For example, it is well known that simply characterizing a knowledge
base as either consistent or inconsistent is of little practical value when dealing
with inconsistency. However, it is often the case that an inconsistent knowledge
base is the result of more than one instance of inconsistent information. As a
consequence of this, the �eld of quantitative inconsistency measuring has devel-
oped a range of measures for characterizing inconsistent knowledge bases in a
more meaningful way. In an overview of the area, it is argued in [HK05] that,
given a knowledge base represented as a set of formulae, inconsistency measures
can generally be divided into two classes: atom-centric measures, which focus
on the atoms involved in inconsistency; and formula-centric measures, which
focus on the formulae involved in inconsistency. In addition to this, it is argued
in [HK05] that these measures can be further classi�ed in terms of the level (in
the knowledge base) at which inconsistency is measured, namely:

base-level measures, which assign a single inconsistency value to the knowledge
base; and

formula-level measures, which assign an inconsistency value to each formula
in the knowledge base w.r.t. the inconsistency in the base as a whole.
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More speci�cally, base-level measures allow us to determine a degree of in-
consistency for the knowledge base but do not provide any description of the
composition of inconsistency in the base. In other words, base-level measures
can be more useful than a simple binary truth value that the knowledge base
is either consistent or inconsistent but are not discriminative in terms of the
syntactic composition of the base. Formula-level measures, on the other hand,
allow us to identify a degree of inconsistency for each formula in the base w.r.t.
the overall inconsistency of the base. This provides a means to analyze incon-
sistency in a more precise manner based on the syntactic composition and to
de�ne a total order over formulae w.r.t. the inconsistency of the base. There-
fore we can say that some formulae have a greater share in the inconsistency of
the knowledge base than others. Incorporating additional information, such as
strati�cation of formulae, has also proved bene�cial when measuring formula-
level inconsistency [MLJ12, MLMM11].

In a review of the �eld in [MLJ12], it is suggested that formula-level incon-
sistency measures in the literature have generally been de�ned in terms of:

minimal inconsistent subsets, i.e., an inconsistent subset of formulae where
every strict subset is consistent (removing any one formula will make the
set consistent); or

coalitional game models, where each formula is considered a player in a
coalitional game (the knowledge base) and a proportional inconsistency
value, based on the Shapley value, is distributed between formulae from a
base-level measure for the whole knowledge base.

While both approaches for de�ning formula-level inconsistency measures can
also be used to de�ne base-level measures, their real interest lies in analyzing
inconsistency syntactically in terms of formulae. This syntax-sensitivity is also
necessary for a wide range of applications including the previously mentioned
work on network security systems [MLMM11] and requirements speci�cations
[MJLL05]. Also, it has been said that minimal inconsistent subsets represent
the purest form of formula-centric inconsistency [Rei87, HK10, MLJ12], so it
is intuitive to de�ne formula-level measures using this approach. In fact, an
inconsistency measure based on the coalitional game model has also been de�ned
w.r.t. minimal inconsistent subsets [HK10].

Essentially a minimal inconsistent subset represents a single cause of incon-
sistency (from a formula-centric perspective) in an inconsistent knowledge base
and is the basis for the majority of formula-level inconsistency measures pre-
sented in the literature. For this reason, this work will focus solely on those
measures (whether for �at or strati�ed knowledge bases) which are de�ned in
terms of minimal inconsistent subsets. Finding the complete set of minimal
inconsistent subsets is therefore a fundamental challenge in computing many
of these existing formula-level inconsistency measures. However, even though
it is assumed that these minimal inconsistent subsets are derivable, work on
formula-level inconsistency measures does not generally discuss how they can
be derived. Fortunately, in recent years, there has been much work from the
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boolean satis�ability (SAT) community on a related problem. Speci�cally, given
a boolean formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF) and represented as a set
of clauses, this problem deals with �nding one, some or all minimal unsatis�able
subformulae (subsets) of this CNF formula. From a computational perspective,
there are a number of fundamental issues. For example, the underlying task of
determining whether a CNF formula is satis�able (resp. unsatis�able) is a clas-
sic NP-complete (resp. coNP-complete) problem. Also, determining whether a
CNF formula is minimally unsatis�able is DP-complete [PW88] while comput-
ing a single minimal unsatis�able subformula is in ΣP2 [EG92]. Moreover, the
number of minimal unsatis�able subformulae can be exponential on the number
of clauses and thus enumerating them is intractable in the worst case.

Given these hard restrictions however, there have been a number of algo-
rithms proposed which can �nd minimal unsatis�able subformulae in many
practical instances (including existing di�cult SAT benchmarks). In general,
the most e�cient algorithms which can compute the exhaustive set of solu-
tions involve some form of heuristics [LS07, GMP09a, DGM10] or optimiza-
tion [GMP09b, FSZ11, NBE12]. So, while formula-level inconsistency measures
based on minimal inconsistent subsets are intractable in the worst case, they
may be viable for many practical problems (assuming the number of minimal
inconsistent subsets remains tractable). In this work we aim to address pos-
sible methods to compute minimal inconsistent subsets from existing work on
minimal unsatis�able subformulae. We also aim to experimentally evaluate the
viability of these methods, along with a representative sample of some existing
inconsistency measures, using a suitable and su�ciently large dataset.

To address these issues, in this paper we:

1. establish a relationship between minimal inconsistent subsets (from the
inconsistency research community) and related concepts from the SAT
community, which allows us to explore the use of existing SAT algorithms
in order to �nd minimal inconsistent subsets;

2. propose an alternative sound and complete algorithm for computing min-
imal inconsistent subsets using existing SAT algorithms;

3. evaluate implementations of these algorithms using a variety of randomly
generated (�at and strati�ed) arbitrary knowledge bases in order to illus-
trate their viability; and

4. evaluate an implementation of four representative formula-level inconsis-
tency measures based on minimal inconsistent subsets (including strati�ed
measures), using these randomly generated arbitrary knowledge bases.

From this work we conclude that, in many cases, it is practically viable
to compute minimal inconsistent subsets and to calculate various formula-level
inconsistency measures. Our evaluation demonstrates this with experimental re-
sults for random arbitrary knowledge bases obtained from the genbal random
non-CNF SAT generator [NV05] (which uses a �xed-shape model for represent-
ing arbitrary formulae). In particular, these random arbitrary knowledge bases
include those with large amounts of formulae (both simple and complex) and
those which are generated in the hard region for these random instances (a well
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known phenomenon in random SAT). We �nd that, in some random knowledge
bases, it is possible to compute upwards of 60,000 minimal inconsistent subsets
within 10 seconds (s). Moreover, we identify a suitable method for �nding min-
imal inconsistent subsets (given certain types of random inconsistent knowledge
bases) through a full comparison of two possible approaches. We also �nd that
the actual calculation of inconsistency measures for all formulae in a knowledge
base is trivial in comparison to the computation of minimal inconsistent sub-
sets. For example, given the sum of the cardinality of all MISes in a random
knowledge base and a sample of random knowledge bases where the mean of
this value is under 25,000 for the sample, then the mean time for calculating two
selected inconsistency measures for �at knowledge bases was under 10 millisec-
onds (ms), in all cases. Similarly, where the mean of this value is under 30,000
for the sample, then the mean time for calculating two selected inconsistency
measures for strati�ed knowledge bases was under 1 second (s) in all cases (al-
though the time increases w.r.t. to the number of strata). For this reason, the
central focus of this paper is on the issue of computing all MISes, rather than
the actual calculation of inconsistency values.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce notations and
formally de�ne minimal inconsistent subsets; in Section 3 we discuss the re-
lationship between existing SAT research and the problem of �nding minimal
inconsistent subsets; in Section 4 we describe algorithms for computing minimal
inconsistent subsets using existing SAT algorithms; in Section 5 we describe
a process for generating random arbitrary knowledge bases which we then use
to thoroughly evaluate implementations of these algorithms; in Section 6 we
discuss the calculation of four representative formula-level inconsistency mea-
sures for �at and strati�ed knowledge bases and evaluate implementations of
these measures using our randomly generated knowledge bases; in Section 7 we
compare related work; and in Section 8 we conclude the paper.

2. Preliminaries

Set inclusion (resp. strict set inclusion) is denoted by ⊆ (resp. ⊂). Let
⋃
S

(resp.
⋂
S) denote the union (resp. intersection) of elements in a set of sets

S. Let |S| denote the cardinality of a set S. A total order over a set S is a
binary relation for all a, b, . . . ∈ S, denoted a � b, which satis�es the following:
if a � b and b � a then a ' b (antisymmetry); if a � b and b � c then
a � c (transitivity); and a � b ∨ b � a (totality). Let S be a set where
S1, . . . , Sn ⊆ S, then [S] = {S1, . . . , Sn} denotes a set of sets representing a
partition of S where: (i) ∅ 6∈ [S]; (ii)

⋃
[S] = S; and (iii) ∀S′, S′′ ∈ [S] s.t.

S′ 6= S′′, S′ ∩ S′′ = ∅. We call Si ∈ [S] a cell of a partitioned set [S].
Let u,v ∈ Rn be vectors where u = (u1, u2, . . . , un) and v = (v1, v2, . . . , vn).

If ui = vi for each i ≤ n, then u = v. The lexicographical ordering relation
between vectors, denoted ≥, is de�ned as u≥v i�

1. u = v; or
2. there exists k ≤ n s.t. uk > vk and ui = vi for each i < k.
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Also, u>v i� u≥v and u 6=v. Let 0 ∈ Rn denote the n-size vector (0, . . . , 0).
Let L denote the propositional language built from a �nite set of variables

P using logical connectives {∧,∨,¬,→} and logical constants {>,⊥}. Let
φ, ψ, ρ, . . . denote formulae from L and p, q, r, . . . denote variables from P. A
knowledge base K ∈ 2L is a �nite set of arbitrary formulae, interpreted as the
conjunction of its elements. Every variable p ∈ P is called an atomic formula
(atom). A literal ρ is an atom or its negation. A clause ψ is a formula restricted
to a disjunction of literals. Let Lit(ψ) denote the set of literals in a clause ψ. A
formula φ is in conjunctive normal form (CNF) i� φ consists of a conjunction
of clauses. Every formula can be translated into an equivalent CNF formula,
called normalization, although this can result in an exponential increase in size
in the worst case. Let φ∗ denote the set of clauses in the equivalence-preserving
CNF translation of φ. A normalized knowledge base is a knowledge base in
which every formula is a clause. Let K∗ denote a normalized knowledge base
from the knowledge base K where K∗ = {ψ : ψ ∈ φ∗ | φ ∈ K}.1 We say that
K∗ is optimized i� ∀ψ ∈ K∗, @ψ′ ∈ K∗ s.t. ψ 6= ψ′ and Lit(ψ) = Lit(ψ′). In
other words, K∗ is optimized if there are no redundant clauses.

In propositional logic, the syntactic approach in proof theory says that φ
can be derived from K, denoted K ` φ, i� φ is provable from K via some
inference method. If K ` φ and K ` ¬φ then K is inconsistent. With the
semantic approach in model theory, an interpretation or world ω is a function
ω : P → {0, 1} from P to the set of boolean values {0, 1}. Let 2P denote the
set of worlds of L. A world ω is a model of K, denoted ω |= K, i� K is true
under ω in the classical truth-functional manner. Let mod(K) denote the set
of models of K, i.e., mod(K) = {ω : ω ∈ 2P | ω |= K}. We say that K is
satis�able i� there exists a model of K. Conversely, K is unsatis�able i� there
are no models of K. In propositional logic the syntactic concept of consistency
and the semantic concept of satis�ability coincide [FM09], i.e., a knowledge base
K is consistent (resp. inconsistent) i� K is satis�able (resp. unsatis�able).

As mentioned previously, work on formula-level inconsistency measures origi-
nating from the inconsistency research community is commonly de�ned in terms
of minimal inconsistent subsets of formulae. We formally de�ne this concept,
along with the dual concept of maximal consistency, as follows:

De�nition 1. Let K be a knowledge base. A minimal inconsistent subset (MIS)
Φ of K is a set of formulae s.t.

1. Φ ⊆ K;

2. Φ ` ⊥; and

1Generally, SAT work de�nes a normalized knowledge base K∗ as a set of clauses. In
practice however, SAT implementations consider K∗ as a multiset of clauses, which means
the same clause can appear more than once. For example, K∗ = {p, p,¬p} is a valid multiset
of clauses. For simplicity, we de�ne a normalized knowledge base K∗ as a set of clauses
where all elements are treated as unique even if they are identical syntactically. When this
is ambiguous, we will always distinguish between syntactically identical clauses by assigning
unique identi�ers, e.g., K∗ = {ψ1, ψ2, ψ3} where ψ1 = p, ψ2 = p and ψ3 = ¬p.
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3. ∀Φ′ ⊂ Φ, Φ′ 0 ⊥.

Let MI(K) denote the set of MISes of K.

De�nition 2. Let K be a knowledge base. A maximal consistent subset (MCS)
Φ of K is a set of formulae s.t.

1. Φ ⊆ K;

2. Φ 0 ⊥; and
3. ∀Φ′ ⊆ K, if Φ ⊂ Φ′ then Φ′ ` ⊥.

Let MC(K) denote the set of MCSes of K.

De�nition 3. Let K be a knowledge base. A formula φ ∈ K is called a free
formula of K i� @Φ ∈ MI(K) s.t. φ ∈ Φ.

Let FREE(K) denote the set of free formulae ofK, i.e., FREE(K) = K\
⋃
MI(K).

However, the converse is also true, i.e., FREE(K) =
⋂

MC(K).
In the SAT community, the equivalent concept for minimal inconsistency

(resp. maximal consistency) is minimal unsatis�ability (resp. maximal satis�a-
bility). We formally de�ne these as follows:

De�nition 4. Let K∗ be a set of clauses. A minimal unsatis�able subformula
(MUS) Ψ of K∗ is a set of clauses s.t.

1. Ψ ⊆ K∗;
2. @ω ∈ mod(Ψ); and

3. ∀Ψ′ ⊂ Ψ s.t. Ψ′ 6= ∅, ∃ω ∈ mod(Ψ′).

Let MU(K∗) denote the set of MUSes of K∗.

De�nition 5. Let K∗ be a set of clauses. A maximal satis�able subformula
(MSS) Ψ of K∗ is a set of clauses s.t.

1. Ψ ⊆ K∗;
2. ∃ω ∈ mod(Ψ); and

3. ∀Ψ′ ⊆ K∗, if Ψ ⊂ Ψ′ then @ω ∈ mod(Ψ′).

Let MS(K∗) denote the set of MSSes of K∗.
Given that consistency and satis�ability coincide in propositional logic, MISes

and MCSes can also be de�ned in terms of satis�ability while MUSes and MSSes
can be de�ned in terms of consistency. Clearly MISes (resp. MCSes) and MUSes
(resp. MSSes) are compatible, where the former can be viewed as the general
case (arbitrary formulae) and the latter can be viewed as a special case (clauses).
Note that, in contrast to MISes, singleton MUSes are not possible since a clause
cannot be self-contradictory.

Unlike base-level inconsistency measures, there are few properties of formula-
level inconsistency measures which are applicable to a variety of measures and
which are broadly accepted in the literature. However, we can suggest a general
de�nition of a formula-level inconsistency measure based on MISes as follows:
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De�nition 6. A formula-level inconsistency measure for a knowledge base is a
function I : 2L × L 7→ Rn s.t. ∀K ∈ 2L and ∀φ, φ′ ∈ K:

1. I(K,φ) = 0 i� φ ∈ FREE(K); and (consistency)

2. I(K,φ) = I(K \ {φ′}, φ) if φ′ ∈ FREE(K). (independence)

Given a knowledge base K, then a formula-level inconsistency measure I
assigns an n-size vector of real numbers to each formula φ ∈ K, denoted I(K,φ),
called the inconsistency value of φ. When n = 1, we denote the formula-level
inconsistency measure by I, where I assigns a single real number to φ. The term
blame (or degree of blame) is a synonym of this inconsistency value [MLJ12].
An inconsistency ordering, or blame ordering, is a total order over formulae in a
knowledge base w.r.t. a formula-level inconsistency measure. Given a knowledge
base K and a formula-level inconsistency measure I, then a formula φ ∈ K is
more inconsistent than another formula φ′ ∈ K w.r.t. I, denoted φ �I φ

′, i�
I(K,φ)>I(K,φ′). In terms of properties, consistency says that a formula-
level inconsistency measure should only assign the null inconsistency value to
free formulae, since these formulae are not involved in the inconsistency of the
knowledge base (de�ned by MISes/MCSes). On the other hand, independence
says that if a free formula is removed, then this should not e�ect the formula-
level inconsistency value of another formula in the knowledge base. Note that
these properties may be too strong to characterize formula-level inconsistency
measures which are not based on MISes.

3. Background

The most common problem discussed in relation to MUSes, usually called
MUS extraction, refers to computing a single MUS [GMP07, MSHJ+13] (also
called an unsatis�able kernel [MSG96] or unsatis�able core [Bru03, OMA+04,
ZM03]), since this problem can often be solved relatively e�ciently through a lin-
ear traversal of the search space [Del13]. A related, but more di�cult problem is
�nding a minimum cardinality MUS, called a smallest MUS (SMUS) [LML+08]
or a minimum unsatis�able subset [LMS04]. However, neither problem is di-
rectly relevant to the application of formula-level inconsistency measures where
the complete set of MISes is required. Fortunately there is some work on the
problem of computing all MUSes which provides a suitable means to compute
the complete set of MISes. Importantly, the underlying approach taken by most
of the state-of-the-art solutions to this problem is to avoid expensive unsatis�-
ability tests (since testing for satis�ability is easier in practice) by computing
the dual concept of MSSes instead [BL03, BS05, LMPS05]. Then, by exploiting
a relationship between MSSes and MUSes, the latter set can be computed in-
directly. Implementations of state-of-the-art exhaustive MUS algorithms have
been shown to perform well for many existing di�cult SAT benchmarks involv-
ing thousands of clauses [LS07, GMP09b, NBE12, MSHJ+13]. However, since
MISes deal with arbitrary formulae and MUSes deal with clauses, the two con-
cepts are not directly equivalent (except when every formula in an arbitrary
knowledge base is a clause).
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3.1. Associating MUSes and MISes

In the real-world, knowledge bases are usually de�ned in terms of sets of ar-
bitrary formulae since this is an e�cient, intuitive and compact means of repre-
sentation. For example, IDS rules in [MLMM11] and requirements speci�cations
in [MJLL05] are always de�ned in terms of arbitrary formulae. Applying these
practical algorithms for computing MUSes to such real-world applications is a
useful path for research, but since they require knowledge bases in clausal form,
the algorithms cannot be directly applied. Also, when an arbitrary knowledge
base is normalized as a set of clauses, the syntactic composition of the knowledge
base is lost. So, in the case of measuring inconsistency for example, it is not
possible to apply MIS-based formula-level inconsistency measures using MUSes
as a substitute for MISes.

Extending MUS research for arbitrary formulae was touched on brie�y in
[LS07], where formulae (in CNF already) and clauses were called high-level and
low-level constraints, respectively. In this work, two methods for computing
MISes (called MUSes of high-level constraints) were suggested:

generalization, whereby sets of clauses are grouped in relation to the formulae
from which they originate, then, rather than �nding minimal unsatis�able
sets of clauses, minimal unsatis�able sets of groups of clauses are found
instead; or alternatively

transformation, whereby minimal unsatis�able sets of clauses are found as
usual and mapped back to the formulae from which they originate.

Unfortunately there are few technical details of either method and only the
generalization approach was actually implemented. However the generalization
approach was said to have advantages since the search space could be reduced
by eliminating groups of clauses (rather than single clauses only), during the
�rst phase of �nding MSSes.

Recently the generalization approach, now called group MUSes (see De�-
nition 10 in Section 4.2), has been receiving more attention [Del13, BJMS13,
NRS13, GMP09a]. Essentially, this approach requires input as a set of clauses
and a (non-overlapping) partition of this set representing the group of clauses
for each arbitrary formula.

Example 1. Given a knowledge base K1 = {p ∧ q, p ∧ r,¬p}, then MI(K1) =
{{p ∧ q,¬p}, {p ∧ r,¬p}}. Also, K∗1 = {ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψ5} where ψ1 = p, ψ2 = q,
ψ3 = p, ψ4 = r and ψ5 = ¬p. Grouping clauses in K∗1 w.r.t. formulae in K1

results in a set of clause groups [K∗1 ] = {{ψ1, ψ2}, {ψ3, ψ4}, {ψ5}}, representing a
partition of K∗1 . Then the group MUSes {{ψ1, ψ2}, {ψ5}} and {{ψ3, ψ4}, {ψ5}}
correspond to the MISes {p ∧ q,¬p} and {p ∧ r,¬p}, respectively.

In this sense, we can say that the input for this method is not optimized
since it may be the case that for an input K∗, there exists a clause ψ ∈ K∗ and
another clause ψ′ ∈ K∗ s.t. Lit(ψ) = Lit(ψ′), i.e., where ψ or ψ′ is redundant.
Given that these approaches were compared in [LS07] w.r.t. the same input, it
is safe to assume that the transformation approach suggested in this work is not
optimized either.
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Example 2. Given a knowledge base K1 = {p ∧ q, p ∧ r,¬p}, then K∗1 =
{ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψ5} where ψ1 = p, ψ2 = q, ψ3 = p, ψ4 = r and ψ5 = ¬p. Clearly
Lit(ψ1) = Lit(ψ3), so K∗1 can be optimized as K∗1 = {ψ1, ψ2, ψ4, ψ5}.

It is likely that the lack of optimization would be acceptable for the gener-
alization method since an overlapping partition of an optimized set of clauses
would only serve to reduce the size of the input, not reduce the number of
group MUSes to be found. In contrast, the transformation approach requires
the computation of all low-level MUSes, so it is likely that optimization would
improve this method because the number of low-level MUSes could be reduced.
The reason for this potential improvement is that, given a non-optimized set of
clauses K∗ with clauses ψ,ψ′ ∈ K∗ s.t. Lit(ψ) = Lit(ψ′), then for every MUS
Ψ ∈ MU(K∗) s.t. ψ ∈ Ψ, there will be a MUS Ψ′ ∈ MU(K∗) s.t. ψ′ ∈ Ψ′, i.e.,
Ψ and Ψ′ are equivalent. So, given the MUS Ψ, then computing Ψ′ can be said
to be redundant since Ψ′ could be inferred from Ψ and K∗. This type of pre-
processing optimization is common in standard SAT problems [EB05, FGMS07]
and has also been applied in MUS extraction [BJMS13, GMP09a].

Example 3. Given a knowledge base K1 = {p ∧ q, p ∧ r,¬p}, then K∗1 =
{ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψ5} where ψ1 = p, ψ2 = q, ψ3 = p, ψ4 = r, and ψ5 = ¬p. So,
MU(K∗1 ) = {{ψ1, ψ5}, {ψ3, ψ5}}. If K∗1 is optimized then K∗1 = {ψ1, ψ2, ψ4, ψ5}.
So, MU(K∗1 ) = {{ψ1, ψ5}}. Either way, MI(K1) = {{p ∧ q,¬p}, {p ∧ r,¬p}}.

In cases where a single MUS results in multiple MISes, as is the case in
Example 3, an optimized MUS transformation approach may outperform MUS
generalization, since extrapolating multiple MISes would likely prove easier than
computing multiple MISes directly. However, there are potential issues when
moving from traditional MUSes to MISes and these also need to be investigated.
For example, an approach to computational argumentation was proposed in
[BGPR10] whereby support for an argument was found by inserting the negated
conclusion of that argument and then computing MUSes. With this method,
it was found that one MUS may result in support for an argument which is
strictly included in some support generated from a di�erent MUS (Theorem 1
in [BGPR10]) and so a post-check for minimality was required. Given these
reasons, a formal proposal for a MUS transformation approach is justi�ed since
these issues were not addressed by the original discussion in [LS07]. So, in
the following section, we describe the state-of-the-art approach for �nding all
MUSes in a set of clauses. Then, in order to thoroughly evaluate methods for
computing MISes in arbitrary knowledge bases, we present details of the existing
MUS generalization approach and propose our own alternative optimized MUS
transformation approach.

4. Computing all MISes from MUSes

There are a number of important ways of characterizing inconsistency. We
might mention, for example, inconsistent truth assignments in Belnap [Bel77],
LPm [Pri91] or Quasi-classical [BH95] paraconsistent models as well as the no-
tion of minimal proofs [JR13]. However, MISes are often seen as the purest
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form of formula-centric inconsistency [Rei87, HK10, MLJ12] since they express
inconsistency by means of con�icting formulae. It is because of this intuition
that the majority of formula-level inconsistency measures in the literature have
been de�ned in terms of MISes. In fact, it was proved that a simple formula-
level measure based on MISes is equivalent to a measure based on the coalitional
game model thereby giving MISes the support of this game theoretic approach
[HK10]. Formula-level inconsistency measures based on MISes are, therefore, a
logical and well supported approach to analyzing inconsistency and are impor-
tant for a wide range of applications [BS03, MJLL05, GBC09, MLMM11].

In order to calculate these inconsistency measures for large and complex
knowledge bases (assuming the obvious tractable limitations), we establish a
link between MUSes and MISes which provides a viable means to compute the
complete set of MISes in many cases. So, in this section we present a state-
of-the-art method for computing all MUSes in a set of clauses followed by two
MUS-based methods for computing all MISes in a knowledge base (including
our new optimized MUS transformation proposal).

4.1. Computing all MUSes

The problem of determining whether a set of clauses is satis�able (SAT) is
NP-complete. The converse problem of determining whether a set of clauses
is unsatis�able (UNSAT) is coNP-complete. In practice, solving SAT problems
tends to be easier than solving UNSAT problems. This explains why, in practice,
�nding MSSes directly (via SAT calls) tends to be easier than �nding MUSes
directly (via UNSAT calls) [LS07]. For this reason, much of the existing work
on computing the set of all MUSes is based on a relationship between MSSes
and MUSes which allows the complete set of MUSes to be computed indirectly
from the complete set of MSSes. In order to describe this approach however,
we must begin by introducing some important concepts.

The �rst concept is as follows: by de�nition, a MSS Ψ of a set of clauses
K∗ is a maximal subset of clauses in K∗ which together are satis�able. This
means that given the set complement Ψ′ = K∗ \ Ψ, then ∀ψ ∈ Ψ′, Ψ ∪ {ψ} is
unsatis�able. The set of clauses Ψ′ is called the CoMSS2 of Ψ w.r.t. K∗.

De�nition 7. Let K∗ be a set of clauses and MS(K∗) be the set of MSSes of
K∗. The set of CoMSSes of K∗ is a set of sets of clauses, denoted MSc(K∗),
de�ned as:

MSc(K∗) = {K∗ \Ψ | Ψ ∈ MS(K∗)}.

We can demonstrate this with a simple example:

Example 4. Given a set of clauses K∗2 = {p,¬p,¬q,¬p ∨ q, r}, then

MS(K∗2 ) = {{¬p,¬q,¬p ∨ q, r}, {p,¬p ∨ q, r}, {p,¬q, r}},

MSc(K∗2 ) = {{p}, {¬p,¬q}, {¬p,¬p ∨ q}}.

2CoMSS was the original name for what was later called a minimal correction set in [LS07],
however we use the original terminology to avoid confusion with MCSes.
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The second concept is as follows: informally, a hitting set (or hypergraph
traversal) of a set of sets S, is a set containing at least one element from every
set in S.

De�nition 8. Let S be a set of sets from some �nite domain D. A hitting set
of S is a set H ⊆ D s.t. ∀S′ ∈ S,H ∩ S′ 6= ∅.

Let HIT(S) denote the set of hitting sets of S where ∀H ∈ HIT(S), @H ′ ∈ HIT(S)
s.t. H ′ ⊂ H. Therefore HIT(S) is the set of minimal hitting sets of S. We can
demonstrate this with another example:

Example 5. Given a set of sets of integers S = {{1, 2, 3}, {2, 4}, {3, 4}}, then the
hitting sets of S are

{1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, {1, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4}, {1, 4}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}, {3, 4}.

However, the set of all minimal hitting sets of S is

HIT(S) = {{1, 4}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}, {3, 4}}.

The most e�cient algorithms for computing all MUSes are based on a re-
lationship between the set of all CoMSSes and the set of all MUSes. This
relationship, called hitting set dualization, was discovered separately in [BL03,
BS05, LMPS05]. Speci�cally, the set of MUSes of a set of clauses K∗ and the
set of CoMSSes of K∗ are hitting set duals of each other, i.e., the set of MUSes
(resp. CoMSSes) of K∗ is equal to the set of all minimal hitting sets of the set
of CoMSSes (resp. MUSes) of K∗. This relationship is formalized as Theorem
4.5 (c) and (d), along with a proof, in [BL03]. Consider the following example:

Example 6. Given a set of clauses K∗3 = {p,¬p, p ∨ ¬q, q, q ∨ r}, then

MS(K∗3 ) = {{¬p, q, q ∨ r}, {¬p, p ∨ ¬q, q ∨ r}, {p, p ∨ ¬q, q, q ∨ r}},

MSc(K∗3 ) = {{p, p ∨ ¬q}, {p, q}, {¬p}},

MU(K∗3 ) = {{p,¬p}, {¬p, p ∨ ¬q, q}}.

Clearly MSc(K∗3 ) and MU(K∗3 ) are hitting set duals, i.e.,

HIT(MSc(K∗3 )) = MU(K∗3 ),

HIT(MU(K∗3 )) = MSc(K∗3 ).

The process for �nding the MUSes of a set of clauses K∗ therefore involves
two parts: �rstly, computing the set of all CoMSSes ofK∗ (related to computing
the set of all MSSes); and secondly, computing the minimal hitting sets of the
set of all CoMSSes of K∗. This second step �nds the complete set of MUSes of
K∗. However, work based on this hitting set dualization approach is primarily
concerned with the �rst step, since there already exist e�cient solutions for the
hitting set problem. Of the various solutions proposed for computing CoMSSes,
one of the best known algorithms is camus [LS07]. This algorithm is based on an
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iterative MaxSAT search (a SAT optimization problem which is concerned with
�nding satis�able subsets of clauses with maximum cardinality) and was shown
to outperform earlier algorithms, e.g., those in [BL03, BS05]. While camus

remains near state-of-the-art, other algorithms have also been proposed which
provide more e�cient solutions in some cases. For example, hycam [GMP09b]
adapts camus by adding an inexpensive local search pretreatment while pi-

comcs [NBE12] o�ers some additional optimizations. Also, hycam itself was
improved with some additional heuristics in [GMP09a]. Alternatively, fastdiag
[FSZ11] o�ers some optimizations of the earlier quickxplain [Jun04] algorithm
while noptsat [DGM10] incorporates preferences when �nding MUSes. More
recently, a family of algorithms was proposed in [MSHJ+13].

As an example we can consider the camus approach to �nding CoMSSes.
Given that a MaxSAT search is concerned with �nding a satis�able subset with
maximum cardinality, it is clear that MSSes are a generalization of this problem
since every MaxSAT subset is also a MSS (although the converse does not hold).
Clearly computing the set of all CoMSSes coincides with the computation of the
set of all MSSes. So, in camus, MSSes are found using an iterative MaxSAT
search (utilizing an incremental SAT solver) which �nds the largest satis�able
subset that has not been found in previous iterations. Then, �nding all CoMSSes
involves a standard SAT backtracking search where a yi clause-selector variable
is added to each clause ψi in order to enable or disable ψi (equivalent to setting
yi to true or false, respectively). A CoMSS is found when a minimal set of yi
variables are set to false but the set of clauses remains satis�able. Then the
CoMSS is equivalent to the set of ψi clauses relevant to this minimal set of yi
variables.

As for computing minimal hitting sets, we can consider the algorithm from
[LS07] used in conjunction with camus to �nd the set of MUSes. In this case,
let K∗ be a set of clauses and let C = MSc(K∗) be the set of CoMSSes of K∗.
The general idea of �nding the set of MUSes from C, denoted HIT(C), is to
begin with an empty set of clauses Ψ = ∅. Next, loop through each CoMSS
Ψ′ ∈ C and add one clause ψ ∈ Ψ′ from the current CoMSS Ψ′ to the forming
MUS Ψ, i.e., Ψ = Ψ ∪ {ψ}. Then, remove any remaining CoMSSes from C
which contain this clause ψ, i.e., C = C \ {Ψ′ : Ψ′ ∈ C | ψ ∈ Ψ′}. Removing
all other CoMSSes from C which contain the clause ψ forces ψ to be essential
to the forming MUS Ψ, since removing ψ would leave at least one CoMSS (i.e.,
the current CoMSS) unrepresented in the �nal MUS. In other words, Ψ would
not be a hitting set of C. The set of all MUSes from C can be found recursively
by repeating this process until all CoMSSes have been removed from C, i.e.,
C = ∅.

Currently, hitting set dualization represents the most e�cient approach to
computing the complete set of MUSes. However, we must recall some of the
related complexity issues. For example, the fundamental problems of SAT and
UNSAT are NP-complete and coNP-complete, respectively. Also, computing
one MSS or one MUS belongs to the second level of the polynomial hierarchy.
Moreover, the number of MSSes (CoMSSes) and MUSes can be exponential on
the number of clauses and thus enumerating them is intractable in the worst
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case. On the other hand, while computing one minimum (cardinality) hitting
set is NP-hard, computing one minimal hitting set is a less strict requirement
and can actually be generated in polynomial time [LS07, GMP09b]. Aside from
these worst case complexity issues, some of the state-of-the-art algorithms have
been shown to be viable for many practical cases.

As discussed previously, the two concepts of MUSes and MISes are compat-
ible since an arbitrary knowledge base can be normalized as a set of clauses. If
we convert an arbitrary knowledge base to a set of clauses we can then apply
existing algorithms to �nd MUSes. However, if we wish to apply formula-level
inconsistency measures we can only calculate clause-level values for this normal-
ized knowledge rather than formula-level values for the original knowledge base.
For this reason we must extend work on MUSes for arbitrary knowledge bases.
Clearly this will also introduce an additional complexity issue since translat-
ing an arbitrary formulae to CNF while preserving equivalence has complexity
O(2n) in the worst case. In the following sections, we present an existing MUS
generalization method, as well as our new optimization MUS transformation
method, which allow the complete set of MISes to be found in many practical
cases.

4.2. Computing all MISes by MUS generalization

The MUS generalization approach involves grouping clauses in a normalized
knowledge base w.r.t. formulae in the original knowledge base.

De�nition 9. Let K be a knowledge base. A set of clause groups, denoted [K∗],
is a set of sets of clauses3 de�ned as:

[K∗] = {φ∗ | φ ∈ K}.

As with a set of clauses (or formulae), a set of clause groups is interpreted
as the conjunction of its elements. In other words, given a set of clause groups
[K∗], then mod([K∗]) denotes the set of models of a formula equivalent to the
conjunction of all clauses in [K∗]. Given a knowledge baseK, then recall that the
non-optimized set of clausesK∗ fromK is de�ned asK∗ = {ψ : ψ ∈ φ∗ | φ ∈ K}
where ∀φ ∈ K and ∀ψ ∈ φ∗, ψ is assumed to be unique. Clearly, [K∗] represents
a partition of K∗ w.r.t. K. We can demonstrate this with an example:

Example 7. Given a knowledge base K4 = {p,¬p,¬p ∧ q, q ∨ r}, then K∗4 =
{ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψ5} where ψ1 = p, ψ2 = ¬p, ψ3 = ¬p, ψ4 = q and ψ5 = q ∨ r. So

[K∗4 ] = {{ψ1}, {ψ2}, {ψ3, ψ4}, {ψ5}}.

In order to describe the MUS generalization approach to �nding MISes, we
must generalize the de�nitions of MUSes, MSSes and CoMSSes w.r.t. a set of
clause groups as follows:

3As with K∗, we consider all elements in [K∗] to be unique even if they are syntactically
equal. When this is ambiguous we will always distinguish between syntactically equal elements
by assigning unique identi�ers.
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De�nition 10. Let [K∗] be a set of clause groups. A group MUS (GMUS) [Ψ]
of [K∗] is a set of clause groups s.t.

1. [Ψ] ⊆ [K∗];

2. @ω ∈ mod([Ψ]); and

3. ∀[Ψ′] ⊂ [Ψ], ∃ω ∈ mod([Ψ′]).

Let GMU([K∗]) denote the set of GMUSes of [K∗].

De�nition 11. Let [K∗] be a set of clause groups. A group MSS (GMSS) [Ψ]
of [K∗] is a set of clause groups s.t.

1. [Ψ] ⊆ [K∗],

2. ∃ω ∈ mod([Ψ]),

3. ∀[Ψ′] ⊆ [K∗], if [Ψ] ⊂ [Ψ′] then @ω ∈ mod([Ψ′]).

Let GMS([K∗]) denote the set of GMSSes of [K∗].

De�nition 12. Let [K∗] be a set of clause groups and GMS([K∗]) be the set of
GMSSes of [K∗]. The set of CoGMSS of [K∗] is a set of sets of clause groups,
denoted GMSc([K∗]), de�ned as:

GMSc([K∗]) = {[K∗] \ [Ψ] | [Ψ] ∈ GMS([K∗])}.

Essentially, a GMUS is a minimal unsatis�able set of clause groups and
can be found in the same way as MUSes with the exception that clauses are
treated as groups (cells in the partitioned set), rather than individually. In
the camus algorithm for example, CoGMSSes are found by adding the same
yi variable to each clause group gi, i.e., ∀ψj ∈ gi, yi is added to ψj . This
allows groups of clauses to be enabled or disabled together (setting yi to true
or false, respectively). Then the set of GMUSes is equal to the minimal hitting
sets of the CoGMSSes of a set of clause groups. Converting each formula in a
knowledge base to a set of clauses produces each clause group and so each MIS
in the original knowledge base is directly equivalent to a GMUS in the set of
clause groups. However this approach requires a non-overlapping partition of
clauses, since each clause must be assigned one and only one yi variable, which
means that the set of clauses K∗ from a knowledge base K cannot be optimized.

A simple method for �nding MISes using GMUSes is shown in Algorithm 1.
In detail: line 3 converts an arbitrary formula φ to a set of clauses and constructs
a mapping Ψφ, from φ to this set of clauses; line 4 constructs the set of clause
groups ΨK for the input knowledge base K; line 6 �nds the set of GMUSes for
ΨK ; line 9 constructs the equivalent MIS Φ for each GMUS Ψ ∈ GMU(ΨK); line
10 constructs the set of MISes in K; and �nally, line 11 returns the complete
set MI(K).

4.3. Computing all MISes by optimized MUS transformation

As an alternative to the MUS generalization approach, we now propose a
new optimized transformation approach to computing MISes. This serves to
both formalize and improve the transformation approach mentioned in [LS07].
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Algorithm 1: Finding MISes using MUS generalization
Input: Knowledge base K
Output: MI(K)

1 ΨK ← ∅;
2 for each φ ∈ K do
3 Ψφ ← φ∗;
4 ΨK ← ΨK ∪ {Ψφ};
5 M ← ∅;
6 for each Ψ ∈ GMU(ΨK) do
7 Φ← ∅;
8 for each Ψφ ∈ Ψ do
9 Φ← Φ ∪ {φ};
10 M ←M ∪ {Φ};
11 return M ;

De�nition 13. Let K be a knowledge base and K∗ be the optimized set of
clauses from K. A mapping σK : K∗ 7→ 2K is de�ned ∀ψ ∈ K∗ as:

σK(ψ) = {φ : φ ∈ K | ∃ψ′ ∈ φ∗ where Lit(ψ) = Lit(ψ′)}.

This function accounts for clause optimization by mapping each clause in
the optimized set of clauses to a set of formulae from the original knowledge
base, such that the clause is equivalent to an element in the set of clauses for
each formula in the set. With this mapping, we can determine the formula (or
formulae) from which each clause in a MUS originated. So for a knowledge base
K and a clause ψ ∈ K∗ s.t. K∗ is optimized, σK(ψ) is the set of formulae in K
from which ψ originated.

Example 8. Given a knowledge base K = {p∧ q, p∧ r,¬p}, then K∗ = {ψ1, ψ2,
. . . , ψ5} where ψ1 = p, ψ2 = q, ψ3 = p, ψ4 = r and ψ5 = ¬p. If K∗ is optimized
then K∗ = {ψ1, ψ2, ψ4, ψ5}. So, σK(ψ1) = {p ∧ q, p ∧ r}.

De�nition 14. Let K be a knowledge base, K∗ be the optimized set of clauses
from K, Ψ ∈ MU(K∗) be a MUS of K∗ and σK be a mapping from K∗ to 2K . A
FoMUS of Ψ w.r.t. σK , denoted MUσK (Ψ), is a set of sets of formulae de�ned
as:

MUσK (Ψ) = {σK(ψ) | ψ ∈ Ψ}.

The FoMUS for a MUS Ψ contains all the formulae that have provided clauses
to Ψ. This accounts for clause optimization with the assumption that any
formula containing a clause which is equivalent to any clause in Ψ, can be
considered to have provided a clause to Ψ.

De�nition 15. Let K be a knowledge base, K∗ be the optimized set of clauses
from K and Ψ ∈ MU(K∗) be a MUS of K∗. Then the scope of Ψ w.r.t. K,
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denoted KΨ, is de�ned as:

KΨ =
⋃

MUσK (Ψ).

In other words, given a knowledge base K and its optimized set of clauses
K∗, then the scope of a MUS Ψ ∈ MU(K∗) w.r.t. K is the set of formulae
KΨ ⊆ K where ∀φ ∈ KΨ, ∃ψ ∈ Ψ and ∃ψ′ ∈ φ∗ s.t. Lit(ψ) = Lit(ψ′). Simply
put, the scope of Ψ w.r.t. K is the set of all formulae in the FoMUS MUσK (Ψ),
i.e., the set of formulae in K which are touched by Ψ, while accounting for clause
optimization.

De�nition 16. Let K be a knowledge base, K∗ be the optimized set of clauses
from K and Ψ ∈ MU(K∗) be a MUS of K∗. Then

HIT(MUσK (Ψ))

is called the set of pseudo-MISes of Ψ.

Lemma 1. Let K be a knowledge base, K∗ be the optimized set of clauses
from K and Ψ ∈ MU(K∗) be a MUS of K∗. Then

HIT(MUσK (Ψ)) = MI(KΨ),

if MU((KΨ)∗) = {Ψ}.

Proof. Let K be a knowledge base and K∗ be the optimized set of clauses from
K. By de�nition, ifK is inconsistent then there exists a MUS ofK∗. Conversely,
if there exists a MUS of K∗ then K is inconsistent. Let Ψ ∈ MU(K∗) be a MUS
of K∗. Recall that the FoMUS of Ψ w.r.t. K, denoted MUσK (Ψ), is a set of sets
of formulae fromK. Speci�cally, for each clause ψ ∈ Ψ, there is a set of formulae
Φ ∈ MUσK (Ψ) s.t. for each formula φ ∈ Φ, there exists a clause ψ′ ∈ φ∗ where
Lit(ψ) = Lit(ψ′). Recall that a hitting set of MUσK (Ψ) is a set of formulae
containing at least one formula from each element of MUσK (Ψ). Let Φ be a
hitting set of MUσK (Ψ). Then, for each clause ψ ∈ Ψ, by de�nition, there exists
a formula φ ∈ Φ s.t. there exists a clause ψ′ ∈ φ∗ where Lit(ψ) = Lit(ψ′), i.e., Φ is
an inconsistent set of formulae since Ψ is inconsistent and for every clause ψ ∈ Ψ,
there exists an equivalent clause ψ′ ∈ Φ∗. Thus, for every MUS Ψ ∈ MU(K∗), a
hitting set ofMUσK (Ψ) is inconsistent since Ψ is inconsistent. Recall that the set
of minimal hitting sets of MUσK (Ψ) is de�ned as HIT(MUσK (Ψ)). This is called
the set of pseudo-MISes of Ψ. So, if Φ is a pseudo-MIS of Ψ then, by de�nition,
Φ is inconsistent since Ψ is inconsistent and Φ is minimal w.r.t. the set of pseudo-
MISes of Ψ. Finally, recall that the scope of a MUS Ψ w.r.t. K, denoted KΨ,
is de�ned as the set of formulae in the FoMUS of Ψ w.r.t. K, i.e.,

⋃
MUσK (Ψ).

Since the Lemma is restricted to the case where MU((KΨ)∗) = {Ψ}, then Ψ
is the only MUS of (KΨ)∗. In other words, there cannot exist a pseudo-MIS
of another MUS which is strictly included in a pseudo-MIS of Ψ. Thus, if
MU((KΨ)∗) = {Ψ}, then the set of pseudo-MISes of Ψ is the sound and complete
set of MISes of KΨ, i.e., HIT(MUσK (Ψ)) = MI(KΨ).
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Therefore, given a knowledge base K, a MIS w.r.t. the scope KΨ of a MUS
Ψ ∈ MU(K∗) is simply a minimal hitting set of the FoMUS MUσK (Ψ), as long
as Ψ is the only MUS in the set of clauses for KΨ. So the set of pseudo-MISes
of a MUS can be found using the same method used for �nding a set of MUSes
from a set of CoMSSes. The set of all pseudo-MISes of K is then de�ned as

{Φ : Φ ∈ HIT(MUσK (Ψ)) | Ψ ∈ MU(K∗)}.

The �nal issue, however, is that given a knowledge base K, although each
pseudo-MIS of a MUS Ψ ∈ MU(K∗) is minimal w.r.t. the set of pseudo-MISes of
Ψ, it may not be minimal w.r.t. a pseudo-MIS of another MUS Ψ′ ∈ MU(K∗).
So a pseudo-MIS of Ψ is locally minimal w.r.t. the set of pseudo-MISes of Ψ
but may not be globally minimal w.r.t. the set of all pseudo-MISes in K. The
algorithm presented in [MLMM12] for example, was not sound in that it found
the set of all pseudo-MISes but this set contains potentially non-minimal sets.

Example 9. Given a knowledge base K5 = {p → (q ∧ r), p ∧ ¬q,¬r}, then
K∗5 = {¬p ∨ q,¬p ∨ r, p,¬q,¬r}. Clearly, K∗5 is optimized. So, MU(K∗5 ) =
{{p,¬p∨ q,¬q}, {p,¬p∨ r,¬r}}. This results in the set of pseudo-MISes {{p→
(q ∧ r), p ∧ ¬q},K5}. However, given that {p → (q ∧ r), p ∧ ¬q} ⊂ K5, then
MI(K5) = {{p→ (q ∧ r), p ∧ ¬q}}.

For this reason, a �nal post-check for set inclusion is required to remove
non-minimal sets from the set of all pseudo-MISes of a knowledge base. As
mentioned in Section 3, this issue was also encountered in [BGPR10] where it
was found that using MUSes to compute arguments may produce an argument
from one MUS which is strictly included in an argument from a di�erent MUS.
To address this, a post-check for minimality was required. Also. in [MJL+13],
an equivalent post-check for set inclusion was required to remove result sets
which are locally minimal but not globally minimal. A similar requirement was
made in [Mal07] to remove result sets which are locally maximal but not globally
maximal. Essentially, optimized MUS transformation is a heuristic approach to
�nding MISes using MUSes as an indication of minimality and inconsistency
and can be formalized as follows:

Theorem 1. Let K be a knowledge base and K∗ be the optimized set of clauses
from K. Let P be the set of pseudo-MISes from K where

P = {Φ : Φ ∈ HIT(MUσK (Ψ)) | Ψ ∈ MU(K∗)}.

Let M be the set of minimal sets in P where

M = {Φ : Φ ∈ P | @Φ′ ∈ P,Φ′ ⊂ Φ}.

Then
M = MI(K).

Proof. Soundness: Let K be a knowledge base and let K∗ be the optimized
set of clauses from K. By de�nition, if K is inconsistent then there exists a
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MUS of K∗. Conversely, if there exists a MUS of K∗ then K is inconsistent.
Let Ψ ∈ MU(K∗) be a MUS of K∗. Recall from Lemma 1 that the set of
pseudo-MISes of Ψ is de�ned as HIT(MUσK (Ψ)). Recall also that if a set of
formulae Φ is a pseudo-MIS of Ψ, then Φ is inconsistent since Ψ is inconsistent
and Φ is minimal w.r.t. the set of pseudo-MISes of Ψ.

(i) Inconsistency : Given that P = {Φ : Φ ∈ HIT(MUσK (Ψ)) | Ψ ∈ MU(K∗)}
is de�ned as the set of pseudo-MISes for all MUSes of K∗, then by de�ni-
tion, for every set of formulae Φ ∈ P , Φ is inconsistent. Also, by de�nition,
M ⊆ P . Thus, for every set of formulae Φ ∈M , then Φ is inconsistent.

(ii) Minimality : Given that P = {Φ : Φ ∈ HIT(MUσK (Ψ)) | Ψ ∈ MU(K∗)} is
de�ned as the set of pseudo-MISes for all MUSes of K∗, then by de�nition,
for every MUS Ψ ∈ MU(K∗), every pseudo-MIS of Ψ is in P . Also, by
de�nition, M = {Φ : Φ ∈ P | @Φ′ ∈ P,Φ′ ⊂ Φ} is the set of minimal
pseudo-MISes in P . Thus, for every set of formulae Φ ∈ M , there does
not exist another set of formulae Φ′ ∈ M s.t. Φ′ ⊂ Φ, i.e., Φ is minimal
w.r.t. M .

Completeness: Let K be a knowledge base and K∗ be the optimized set
of clauses from K. By de�nition, if K is inconsistent then there exists a MUS
of K∗. Conversely, if there exists a MUS of K∗ then K is inconsistent. Let
Φ ∈ MI(K) be a MIS of K. Then, by de�nition, there exists a MUS of Φ∗

(which is also a MUS of K∗) since Φ is inconsistent. However, for each set of
formulae Φ′ ⊂ Φ, there does not exist a MUS of Φ′, since Φ′ is consistent. Let
Ψ ∈ MU(K∗) be a MUS of K∗ s.t. Ψ ∈ MU(Φ∗). Recall from Lemma 1 that
the set of pseudo-MISes of Ψ is de�ned as HIT(MUσK (Ψ)). Recall also that if
a set of formulae Φ′ is a pseudo-MIS of Ψ, then Φ′ is inconsistent since Ψ is
inconsistent and Φ′ is minimal w.r.t. the set of pseudo-MISes of Ψ. Clearly,
Φ is a pseudo-MIS of Ψ since, by de�nition, Φ is a MIS and Ψ is a MUS of
Φ∗ but, given any strict subset Φ′ ⊂ Φ, then Ψ is not a MUS of (Φ′)∗. Also,
given that P = {Φ : Φ ∈ HIT(MUσK (Ψ)) | Ψ ∈ MU(K∗)} is de�ned as the
set of pseudo-MISes for all MUSes of K∗, then by de�nition, Φ ∈ P . Finally,
by inconsistency, there does not exist a set of formulae Φ′ ∈ P s.t. Φ′ is
consistent. Thus, given that M = {Φ : Φ ∈ P | @Φ′ ∈ P,Φ′ ⊂ Φ} is de�ned as
the minimal elements from P , then Φ ∈ M since for each strict subset Φ′ ⊂ Φ,
Φ′ is consistent and so Φ′ 6∈ P .

A suitable method to compute the MISes of a knowledge base using opti-
mized MUS transformation is described in Algorithm 2. We assume that clauses
are represented as sets of literals. In other words, equivalent clauses are equal
sets of literals. Also, given a set of sets P , then the function Minimal(P ) returns
the minimal elements of P . In detail: line 3 converts each arbitrary formula
φ ∈ K to a set of clauses φ∗; for each clause ψ ∈ φ∗, line 4 checks if an equiva-
lent clause has already been encountered; lines 5�8 then construct the optimized
set of clauses ΨK and the σK mappings using either ψ or the existing clause
ψ′; line 10 �nds the set of MUSes of ΨK ; line 13 constructs the FoMUS Φ for
each MUS Ψ ∈ MU(ΨK) as a set of sets of formulae where each element is
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Algorithm 2: Finding MISes using optimized MUS transformation
Input: Knowledge base K
Output: MI(K)

1 ΨK ← ∅;
2 for each φ ∈ K do
3 for each ψ ∈ φ∗ do
4 if ∃ψ′ ∈ ΨK s.t. Lit(ψ) = Lit(ψ′) then
5 σψ′ ← σψ′ ∪ {φ};
6 else
7 ΨK ← ΨK ∪ {ψ};
8 σψ ← {φ};

9 P ← ∅;
10 for each Ψ ∈ MU(ΨK) do
11 Φ← ∅;
12 for each ψ ∈ Ψ do
13 Φ← Φ ∪ {σψ}
14 P ← P ∪ HIT(Φ);

15 M ← Minimal(P );
16 return M ;

the σc mapping for each clause ψ ∈ Ψ; line 14 constructs the complete set of
pseudo-MISes in K by �nding the minimal hitting sets of each FoMUS Φ from
the MUS Ψ, i.e., the minimal sets of formulae which (when converted to CNF)
contain a set of clauses equivalent to Ψ; line 15 is a post-check for set inclusion
to remove non-minimal sets from the set of pseudo-MISes in K; and �nally, line
16 returns the complete set MI(K).

4.4. A practical example

We now demonstrate the process of computing the complete set of MISes in
a knowledge base (using MUS generalization and optimized MUS transforma-
tion) with an example selected from the literature (the knowledge base ∆1 from
[HK05]).

Example 10 (CNF). Given a knowledge base K6 = {φ1, φ2, . . . , φ14} where

φ1 = red→ fast,
φ2 = fast→ ¬fuelEfficient,
φ3 = offRoad→ expensive,
φ4 = sporty → (expensive

∧(black ∨ red ∨ white)),
φ5 = ¬expensive→ under$20K,
φ6 = cabriolet→ ¬bigCapacity,
φ7 = fuelEfficient→ ¬offRoad,

φ8 = red,
φ9 = offRoad,
φ10 = ¬expensive,
φ11 = fuelEfficient,
φ12 = sporty,
φ13 = cabriolet,
φ14 = bigCapacity,
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then converting each φ ∈ K6 to CNF results in the following clauses:

φ∗1 = { ψ1 = ¬red ∨ fast },
φ∗2 = { ψ2 = ¬fast ∨ ¬fuelEfficient },
φ∗3 = { ψ3 = ¬offRoad ∨ expensive },

φ∗4 =

{
ψ4 = ¬sporty ∨ expensive,

}
,

ψ5 = ¬sporty ∨ black ∨ red ∨ white
φ∗5 = { ψ6 = expensive ∨ under$20K },
φ∗6 = { ψ7 = ¬cabriolet ∨ ¬bigCapacity },
φ∗7 = { ψ8 = ¬fuelEfficient ∨ ¬offRoad },
φ∗8 = { ψ9 = red },
φ∗9 = { ψ10 = offRoad }
φ∗10 = { ψ11 = ¬expensive },
φ∗11 = { ψ12 = fuelEfficient },
φ∗12 = { ψ13 = sporty },
φ∗13 = { ψ14 = cabriolet },
φ∗14 = { ψ15 = bigCapacity }.

Therefore, K∗6 is the set of clauses from K6 where K∗6 = {ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψ15}.
Since there are no equivalent clauses in K∗6 , we can say that K∗6 is optimized.
Finally, the set of clause groups [K∗6 ] from K6 is:

[K∗6 ] =

{
{ψ1}, {ψ2}, {ψ3}, {ψ4, ψ5}, {ψ6}, {ψ7}, {ψ8},
{ψ9}, {ψ10}, {ψ11}, {ψ12}, {ψ13}, {ψ14}, {ψ15}

}
.

We can now demonstrate �nding the MISes in K6 using MUS generalization.

Example 11 (MUS generalization). Given the knowledge base K6 and the set
of clause groups [K∗6 ] from Example 10, then the set of GMSSes from [K∗6 ] is
GMS([K∗6 ]) = {[Ψ1], [Ψ2], . . . , [Ψ69]} where

[Ψ1] ={{ψ1}, {ψ2}, {ψ3}, {ψ4, ψ5}, {ψ6}, {ψ8}, {ψ9}, {ψ10}, {ψ13}, {ψ14}, {ψ15}},
[Ψ2] ={ {ψ1}, {ψ2}, {ψ3}, {ψ4, ψ5}, {ψ6}, {ψ7}, {ψ8}, {ψ9}, {ψ10}, {ψ13}, {ψ14} },
[Ψ3] ={ {ψ1}, {ψ2}, {ψ3}, {ψ4, ψ5}, {ψ6}, {ψ7}, {ψ8}, {ψ9}, {ψ10}, {ψ13}, {ψ15} },
[Ψ4] ={ {ψ1}, {ψ3}, {ψ5}, {ψ6}, {ψ8}, {ψ9}, {ψ11}, {ψ12}, {ψ13}, {ψ14}, {ψ15} },
[Ψ5] ={ {ψ1}, {ψ3}, {ψ4, ψ5}, {ψ6}, {ψ7}, {ψ8}, {ψ9}, {ψ12}, {ψ13}, {ψ15} },
[Ψ6] ={ {ψ2}, {ψ3}, {ψ4, ψ5}, {ψ6}, {ψ7}, {ψ9}, {ψ10}, {ψ12}, {ψ13}, {ψ15} },
[Ψ7] ={ {ψ1}, {ψ2}, {ψ3}, {ψ4, ψ5}, {ψ6}, {ψ7}, {ψ8}, {ψ12}, {ψ13}, {ψ15} },
[Ψ8] ={ {ψ1}, {ψ3}, {ψ4, ψ5}, {ψ6}, {ψ7}, {ψ9}, {ψ10}, {ψ12}, {ψ13}, {ψ15} },
[Ψ9] ={ {ψ2}, {ψ3}, {ψ4, ψ5}, {ψ6}, {ψ7}, {ψ8}, {ψ9}, {ψ12}, {ψ13}, {ψ15} },

. . .
[Ψ69]={ {ψ1}, {ψ2}, {ψ3}, {ψ4, ψ5}, {ψ6}, {ψ7}, {ψ10}, {ψ12}, {ψ13}, {ψ15} }.

The following CoGMSSes can be found from the set of GMSSes GMS([K∗6 ]):

[Ψi] GMSc([K∗6 ])

[Ψ1] { {ψ7}, {ψ11}, {ψ12} }
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[Ψ2] { {ψ11}, {ψ12}, {ψ15} }
[Ψ3] { {ψ11}, {ψ12}, {ψ14} }
[Ψ4] { {ψ2}, {ψ4, ψ5}, {ψ7}, {ψ10} }
[Ψ5] { {ψ2}, {ψ10}, {ψ11}, {ψ14} }
[Ψ6] { {ψ1}, {ψ8}, {ψ11}, {ψ14} }
[Ψ7] { {ψ9}, {ψ10}, {ψ11}, {ψ14} }
[Ψ8] { {ψ2}, {ψ8}, {ψ11}, {ψ14} }
[Ψ9] { {ψ1}, {ψ10}, {ψ11}, {ψ14} }

. . .
[Ψ69] { {ψ8}, {ψ9}, {ψ11}, {ψ14} }

The set of minimal hitting sets from the set of CoGMSSes GMSc([K∗6 ]) is
HIT(GMSc([K∗6 ])) = {[Ψ′1], [Ψ′2], . . . , [Ψ′5]} where

[Ψ′1] = { {ψ1}, {ψ2}, {ψ9}, {ψ12} },
[Ψ′2] = { {ψ8}, {ψ10}, {ψ12} },
[Ψ′3] = { {ψ3}, {ψ10}, {ψ11} },

[Ψ′4] = { {ψ4, ψ5}, {ψ11}, {ψ13} },
[Ψ′5] = { {ψ7}, {ψ14}, {ψ15} }.

So, with a simple mapping to formulae in K6, the MISes in K6 can be found
from the set HIT(GMSc([K∗6 ])), i.e., [Ψ′1] → Φ1, [Ψ′2] → Φ2, . . . , [Ψ′5] → Φ5

where

Φ1 = { φ1, φ2, φ8, φ11 },
Φ2 = { φ7, φ9, φ11 },
Φ3 = { φ3, φ9, φ10 },

Φ4 = { φ4, φ10, φ12 },
Φ5 = { φ6, φ13, φ14 }.

Finally:
MI(K6) = {Φ1,Φ2, . . . ,Φ5}.

Next we demonstrate �nding MISes by optimized MUS transformation.

Example 12 (Optimized MUS transformation). Given the knowledge base K6

and the optimized set of clauses K∗6 from Example 10, then the set of MSSes
from K6 is MS(K∗6 ) = {Ψ1,Ψ2, . . . ,Ψ69} where

Ψ1 = { ψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4, ψ5, ψ6, ψ8, ψ9, ψ10, ψ13, ψ14, ψ15 },
Ψ2 = { ψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4, ψ5, ψ6, ψ7, ψ8, ψ9, ψ10, ψ13, ψ14 },
Ψ3 = { ψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4, ψ5, ψ6, ψ7, ψ8, ψ9, ψ10, ψ13, ψ15 },
Ψ4 = { ψ1, ψ3, ψ5, ψ6, ψ8, ψ9, ψ11, ψ12, ψ13, ψ14, ψ15 },
Ψ5 = { ψ1, ψ3, ψ4, ψ5, ψ6, ψ7, ψ8, ψ9, ψ12, ψ13, ψ15 },
Ψ6 = { ψ2, ψ3, ψ4, ψ5, ψ6, ψ7, ψ9, ψ10, ψ12, ψ13, ψ15 },
Ψ7 = { ψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4, ψ5, ψ6, ψ7, ψ8, ψ12, ψ13, ψ15 },
Ψ8 = { ψ1, ψ3, ψ4, ψ5, ψ6, ψ7, ψ9, ψ10, ψ12, ψ13, ψ15 },
Ψ9 = { ψ2, ψ3, ψ4, ψ5, ψ6, ψ7, ψ8, ψ9, ψ12, ψ13, ψ15 },

. . .
Ψ69 = { ψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4, ψ5, ψ6, ψ7, ψ10, ψ12, ψ13, ψ15 }.

The following CoMSSes can be found from the set of MSSes MS(K∗6 ):
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Ψi MSc(K∗6 )

Ψ1 { ψ7, ψ11, ψ12 }
Ψ2 { ψ11, ψ12, ψ15 }
Ψ3 { ψ11, ψ12, ψ14 }
Ψ4 { ψ2, ψ4, ψ7, ψ10 }
Ψ5 { ψ2, ψ10, ψ11, ψ14 }
Ψ6 { ψ1, ψ8, ψ11, ψ14 }
Ψ7 { ψ9, ψ10, ψ11, ψ14 }
Ψ8 { ψ2, ψ8, ψ11, ψ14 }
Ψ9 { ψ1, ψ10, ψ11, ψ14 }

. . .
Ψ69 { ψ8, ψ9, ψ11, ψ14 }

The set of minimal hitting sets of the set of CoMSSes MSc(K∗6 ) is HIT(MSc(
K∗6 )) = {Ψ′1,Ψ′2, . . . ,Ψ′5} where

Ψ′1 = { ψ1, ψ2, ψ9, ψ12 },
Ψ′2 = { ψ8, ψ10, ψ12 },
Ψ′3 = { ψ3, ψ10, ψ11 },

Ψ′4 = { ψ4, ψ11, ψ13 },
Ψ′5 = { ψ7, ψ14, ψ15 }.

In other words MU(K∗6 ) = {Ψ′1,Ψ′2, . . . ,Ψ′5}. To transform the MUSes of K∗6 to
the MISes of K6, we must �rst determine the formulae from which each clause
in each MUS originated (FoMUSes), i.e.:

Ψ′i MUσK (Ψ′i)

Ψ′1 { {φ1}, {φ2}, {φ8}, {φ11} }
Ψ′2 { {φ7}, {φ9}, {φ11} }
Ψ′3 { {φ3}, {φ9}, {φ10} }
Ψ′4 { {φ4}, {φ10}, {φ12} }
Ψ′5 { {φ6}, {φ13}, {φ14} }

Then to �nd the pseudo-MISes from each FoMUS, we �nd the minimal hit-
ting sets from each FoMUS. This is straight-forward for K6 since no clause
originates from more than one formula, i.e.:

HIT(MUσK (Ψ′1)) = { Φ1 },
HIT(MUσK (Ψ′2)) = { Φ2 },
HIT(MUσK (Ψ′3)) = { Φ3 },

HIT(MUσK (Ψ′4)) = { Φ4 },
HIT(MUσK (Ψ′5)) = { Φ5 }.

where

Φ1 = { φ1, φ2, φ8, φ11 },
Φ2 = { φ7, φ9, φ11 },
Φ3 = { φ3, φ9, φ10 },

Φ4 = { φ4, φ10, φ12 },
Φ5 = { φ6, φ13, φ14 }.

So, the pseudo-MISes in K6 are Φ1,Φ2, . . . ,Φ5. Finally, since each pseudo-
MIS is minimal, this is exactly the set of MISes in K6, i.e.:

MI(K6) = {Φ1,Φ2, . . . ,Φ5} .
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5. Evaluation for computing MISes

The algorithms for computing the MISes of a knowledge base (using the
existing MUS generalization and our new optimized MUS transformation ap-
proaches) were implemented in a tool called mimus (MISes from MUSes).
Some selected inconsistency measures were also implemented and evaluated and
this will be detailed in Section 6. Many real-world knowledge bases (e.g., the
previously mentioned QRadar and Snort rule sets) represent interesting prob-
lems for evaluating mimus. However, the process of formalizing these systems
into propositional or �rst-order logic is rarely a trivial task. Since our motiva-
tion is to analyze inconsistency in these systems, it is essential that this process
results in an accurate representation of the original knowledge base and does
not introduce inconsistencies which were not originally present. For this rea-
son, the formalization process generally requires some form of domain expertise.
Moreover, it is unlikely that any single real-world knowledge base would pro-
vide a su�ciently large and varied dataset to thoroughly evaluate mimus. For
example, if we wish to consider the e�ect of the number of variables in the
language, the complexity of formulae, or the number of MISes, then a range
of inconsistent knowledge bases would be required. Finally, it is often the case
that these real-world knowledge bases are highly optimized through a manual
process involving some informal inconsistency checking. This is certainly true
of the default QRadar rule set where we believe the primary interest of mimus
is to validate user-customized (private and unoptimized) rule sets. Note that
a case study of formalizing the QRadar rule set (including some examples of
the types of inconsistencies which may occur in user-customized rule sets) can
be found in [MLMM12]. So, while we hope to evaluate mimus with real-world
knowledge bases in the future, in this work we opt for generating synthetic sets
of knowledge bases which will allow us to evaluate various practical properties
of our algorithms.

To ful�ll this purpose, we obviously require knowledge bases which are: (i)
non-trivial; (ii) constrained enough so that the probability of generating MISes
is su�ciently high; and (iii) su�cient to demonstrate the key properties of the
algorithms. In the SAT community, the complexity of creating e�cient SAT
solvers has resulted in the development of a range of SAT benchmarks. Many
of these benchmarks have been used in the literature for evaluating MUS imple-
mentations. For example, the DC benchmark set from an automotive product
con�guration domain [SKK03] was used in [LS07, XM12], while pigeon-hole and
xor-chain benchmarks4 were used in [LS07, GMP09b]. More generally, there
has been extensive work on generating random SAT benchmarks for evaluating
SAT solvers [Fla08]. Whether random or not, these benchmarks are usually
formatted as sets of clauses which means they have little experimental value for
the problem of �nding MISes. Some of these benchmarks were actually used
in [MLMM12] as a test set to evaluate a prototype implementation of mimus

4SATLIB. Benchmark Problems. http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~hoos/SATLIB/benchm.html.
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whereby each clause was considered an arbitrary formula. However, as stated
in Section 3, when every formula in a knowledge base is a clause, MISes and
MUSes are equivalent. For this reason, the early evaluation of mimus pre-
sented in [MLMM12] focused solely on the performance of the implemented
inconsistency measures (since the complexity of formulae is irrelevant for most
formula-level measures).

Fortunately there has been some work on generating random non-CNF SAT
benchmarks in [NV05, MS06], which provide a means to generate the type of
arbitrary knowledge base for which mimus was intended. In particular, this work
is based on generating formulae with a �xed-shape model where all formulae have
an equal number of conjunctions, disjunctions and literals. While this restricts
us to knowledge bases where formulae have uniform complexity, this is su�cient
to evaluate the performance of mimus since these knowledge bases will still
exhibit varying amounts of MISes. In fact, the �xed-shape model is ideal for this
evaluation since it allows greater control over the types of inconsistent knowledge
bases which will be generated. In other words, it supports a more principled
evaluation of mimus in terms of analyzing the impact of certain factors (e.g.,
formula complexity, the number of MISes, etc) on the e�ciency of mimus. Also,
this method can be easily extended to generate a random weight for each random
formula and thereby generate random strati�ed knowledge bases. So, in this
section, we �rst describe some general properties of random SAT benchmarks
before giving an overview of how random arbitrary knowledge bases can be
generated. Finally, we present a thorough evaluation of mimus using these
random knowledge bases.

5.1. Generating random unsatis�able SAT instances

In the SAT community, k-SAT is the problem of determining the satis�a-
bility of a SAT instance (a set of clauses) with at most k literals per clause
(k-CNF). It is well known that the clause : variable ratio (clause density) is the
most important aspect in terms of the probability that a given random k-SAT
instance will be satis�able. When the ratio is low (i.e., little repetition of vari-
ables) random k-SAT instances are more likely to be satis�able, but as the ratio
increases (i.e., more repetition of variables) random k-SAT instances are more
likely to be unsatis�able [Fla08]. This is intuitive since a low ratio means the
k-SAT instance is under-constrained and a high ratio means the k-SAT instance
is over-constrained.

The hardness of determining satis�ability follows the easy-hard-easy (or
more speci�cally, easy-hard-moderately hard) pattern based on this ratio, where
the most di�cult problems are in the sharp phase transition (satis�ability
threshold) between problems being satis�able with a high probability and prob-
lems being unsatis�able with a high probability [NV05]. This sharp phase tran-
sition is where the k-SAT instance is just constrained enough to be potentially
unsatis�able [MS06]. Furthermore, for random k-SAT instances the phase tran-
sition is dependent on k. For example, in random 2-SAT instances (which can
actually be solved in polynomial time) the threshold is known to be where the
clause : variable ratio is around 1, while for random 3-SAT instances the best
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lower bound is 3.52 and the best upper bound is 4.506 [COF08]. It is known
that a threshold also exists when k > 3 but there are no accepted interval values
[Fri99].

For this evaluation, our main requirement is to generate random knowledge
bases which are inconsistent, i.e., exhibit MISes. In order to thoroughly eval-
uate mimus however, an important requirement will be the ability to generate
(with some degree of accuracy) knowledge bases exhibiting an increasing num-
ber of MISes. It is clear that in terms of generating random unsatis�able k-SAT
instances, the clause : variable ratio is the most important factor. This fea-
ture suggests that, given some parameter values for a random generator, it is
possible to reliably predict whether a randomly generated knowledge base will
be inconsistent. By implication, this suggests that increasing the probability
that a randomly generated knowledge base will be inconsistent, is also likely
to increase the number of MISes in the generated knowledge base (since the
knowledge base will become more constrained).

5.2. Generating random arbitrary formulae

As mentioned previously, there are some existing random SAT generators
which can generate non-CNF formulae. A suitable example is genbal from
[NV05] which can generate a single arbitrary formula as a conjunction of �xed-
shape arbitrary subformulae in negation normal form (NNF). So, if we treat the
formula as a knowledge base and its immediate subformulae as formulae in the
knowledge base, genbal can generate a knowledge base with a set of random
�xed-shape formulae. The limitation is that we are restricted to knowledge bases
where all formulae are of equal complexity (in terms sharing an equal number
of conjunctions, disjunctions and literals).

Three parameters are required by genbal in order to generate a random
knowledge base. These are:

v the number of variables;

r the formula : variable ratio; and

s the shape of the arbitrary formulae.

The value of v is an integer representing the �nite number of variables in the
language P = {p1, . . . , pv}. However, rather than de�ning the number of formu-
lae to be generated, genbal requires a real number r representing the target
formula : variable ratio. Note that this value does not necessarily represent
the actual formula : variable ratio of the generated knowledge base since not all
variables in the language may be randomly selected.5 The remaining parameter,
s, is denoted by a collection of integers 〈s1, . . . , sn〉 representing a �xed-shape

5Random CNF generators take the same approach where r is instead the clause : variable
ratio, i.e., in the literature, suggested phase transitions for random CNF k-SAT instances
are based on the parameter values rather than the �nal clause : variable ratio of generated
instances.
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Figure 1: Balanced tree representing the structure of an arbitrary 〈2, 2, 3〉-formula. Given
the parameter v (denoting the number of variables), then to generate a random formula, each
literal ρi in the balanced tree is randomly generated from the set of variables P = {p1, . . . , pv}.

balanced tree with n levels, where s1 is the highest level and sn is the lowest.
We call si the i-th level of s. The balanced tree is de�ned in terms of alternating
disjunctions and conjunctions between levels, starting with a disjunction at s1,
and represents the shape of the generated formulae. A formula with a shape s
is called a s-formula. Figure 1 shows a balanced tree representing the structure
of a 〈2, 2, 3〉-formula.
Example 13. Given a randomly generated knowledge base K7 from parameters
v = 5, r = 1 and s = 〈2〉 where

K7 = {¬p1 ∨ ¬p4,¬p4 ∨ p2,¬p1 ∨ ¬p3,¬p3 ∨ ¬p5, p5 ∨ p4} ,

then
K∗7 = K7.

If s is restricted to a single integer, then the resulting formulae will always
be in CNF since the shape has only one level s1 (where the �rst level s1 is
always a disjunction). In Example 13, a knowledge base with 5 formulae (v× r)
is generated where all formulae are in 2-CNF. In fact, a set of random 〈k〉-
formulae will always be in k-CNF. This means that the formula : variable ratio
for a knowledge baseK, where s = 〈k〉, will be equal to the clause : variable ratio
for a random k-SAT instance. For example, a set of random 〈2〉-formulae, where
r > 1, will be inconsistent with a high probability since the phase transition
for random 2-SAT instances is where the clause : variable ratio is around 1.
Obviously MUSes and MISes are equivalent for 〈k〉-formulae though.
Example 14. Given a randomly generated knowledge base K8 from parameters
v = 5, r = 0.2 and s = 〈3, 2〉 where

K8 = {(¬p3 ∧ p1) ∨ (p2 ∧ p4) ∨ (p5 ∧ ¬p4)} ,

then

K∗8 =


¬p3 ∨ ¬p4 ∨ p2, ¬p3 ∨ ¬p4 ∨ p4,
¬p3 ∨ p2 ∨ p5, ¬p3 ∨ p4 ∨ p5,
¬p4 ∨ p1 ∨ p2, ¬p4 ∨ p1 ∨ p4,
p1 ∨ p2 ∨ p5, p1 ∨ p4 ∨ p5

 .
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In Example 14, importantly, MUSes and MISes are no longer equivalent
since the (single) formula in K8 is not a clause. So, for a random knowledge
base K where s = 〈3, 2〉, conversion of φ ∈ K to CNF results in 8 clauses with
3 literals each (3-CNF). In other words, given r and a 〈3, 2〉 shaped arbitrary
knowledge base K, then a clause : variable ratio for K∗ could be determined by
8r. So in this example, the clause : variable ratio for K8 w.r.t. r would be 1.6.
However, since K8 is not in CNF originally, a phase transition for K8 cannot be
directly inferred from existing work on k-SAT phase transitions. In fact, results
in [NV05] demonstrate that the probability of satis�ability in a �xed-shape
knowledge base K does not reliably match that of K∗. In other words, given
that 〈3, 2〉-formulae will be in 3-CNF, we cannot simply say that for a random
knowledge base K where s = 〈3, 2〉, K∗ will have a phase transition equal to
that of a 3-SAT instance. Fortunately, experiments in [NV05] have shown that
random arbitrary �xed-shape knowledge bases do exhibit sharp phase transitions
of their own w.r.t. the formula : variable ratio r. This means that, as with
standard random k-SAT instances, it is possible to predict the parameter values
needed to generate random arbitrary knowledge bases in the phase transition
region (where inconsistent knowledge bases may exhibit the fewest MISes) for
a given value of s.

Importantly, work in [NV05] also attempted to �nd if these random �xed-
shape SAT instances also exhibit the easy-hard-easy pattern (around the phase
transition region) which is present in random k-SAT instances. This was achieved
by: �rstly, applying a standard (equivalence-preserving) and an optimized (eq-
uisatis�able) CNF translation of randomly generated non-CNF �xed-shape for-
mulae; and secondly, measuring the number of branches explored by a variety of
popular DPLL-based CNF SAT solvers (which generally indicates the hardness
of a SAT problem) when solving these translated CNF formulae. It was found
that the �xed-shape model for random non-CNF formulae does, in fact, exhibit
the same easy-hard-easy pattern around the phase transition of a particular
shape.

In summary, given that equivalence-preserving CNF translation results in a
potentially exponential increase in the size of the problem, it is clear that the
value of s for a random knowledge base K has a dramatic e�ect on the size
of K∗. Also, standard random k-SAT problems exhibit an easy-hard-easy pat-
tern where the hardest problems are in the sharp clause : variable ratio region
(phase transition) where the probability of generating an unsatis�able SAT in-
stance goes from almost 0 to almost 1. An equivalent sharp phase transition
phenomenon exists in random �xed-shape arbitrary knowledge bases in relation
to the formula : variable ratio. These random �xed-shape knowledge bases
also exhibit an equivalent easy-hard-easy pattern around the phase transition.
However, we suggest that the number of MISes in these random �xed-shape
arbitrary knowledge bases will increase as the formula : variable ratio increases
through the phase transition region. Moreover, we suggest that the hardness
of computing the complete set of MISes will increase as the formula : variable
ratio increases. In other words, while using the comparatively e�cient and suc-
cinct encodings of random �xed-shape knowledge bases, we can theoretically
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predict the optimal parameter values for genbal in order to generate random
knowledge bases which exhibit a range of MISes. This will allow a structured
evaluation of mimus.

5.3. Experiments

The implementation of mimus6 was written in C++ and compiled for x64
with g++. A CNF converter was implemented for parsing an in�x propositional
expression, building a binary expression tree using the traditional Shunting-yard
algorithm and applying the standard equivalence-preserving CNF translation.
Internally, the camus 1.0.5 [LS07] implementation of the camus algorithm was
used for computing CoMSSes, CoGMSSes and minimal hitting sets. This ver-
sion of camus uses the popular and highly optimized minisat 1.12b [ES03] SAT
solver for incremental SAT checking. For the optimized MUS transformation
algorithm, equivalence between clauses was determined by a simple comparison
of ordered sets. Also, a naive set inclusion function was implemented for the
post-check to remove non-minimal pseudo-MISes. The test version was mimus
1.0.4. All experiments were carried out on a 2.67GHz Intel Xeon 12 core HPC
server with 94GB of RAM running Red Hat Enterprise GNU/Linux Server 5.7.
For each experiment, 10 instances of mimus were run concurrently with each
instance using a single core. In other words, the experiments were run e�-
ciently but CPU performance for mimus was comparable to a standard desktop
computer.

5.3.1. Generating suitable knowledge bases exhibiting MISes

Firstly, we de�ne a sample (of knowledge bases) as a set of �xed-shape
knowledge bases randomly generated with genbal. Unless otherwise stated,
we assume all random knowledge bases in a sample are generated from the
same parameters values for: the number of variables v; the formula : variable
ratio r; and the �xed-shape s.

In [NV05], random s-formulae knowledge bases were shown to exhibit phase
transitions w.r.t. their formula : variable ratio (analogous to the clause : vari-
able ratio in random k-SAT instances). Figure 2 shows the results of an ex-
periment on the probability of satis�ability for di�erent random s-formulae
knowledge bases in relation to r. So for each s ∈ {〈2〉, 〈3〉, 〈2, 2〉, 〈2, 3〉, 〈3, 2〉}
and a constant v = 140, the probability of satis�ability for each value of
r ∈ {0.01, 0.02, . . .} was determined from a sample of 500 randomly generated
knowledge bases. Then the experiment, for each value of s, ran until the samples
for 10 consecutive values of r were found to have a probability of satis�ability
equal to 0. The sharp phase transition for each s is the formula : variable ra-
tio range where the probability of satis�ability goes from almost 1 to almost 0.
These results, as well as those in [NV05], show that increasing the value of r also
increases the probability of randomly generating an inconsistent knowledge base

6
mimus is available from http://www.cs.qub.ac.uk/~kmcareavey01/mimus.html.
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Figure 2: Probability of satis�ability w.r.t. the formula : variable ratio of random 140
variable s-formulae knowledge bases (generated with genbal).

with genbal. However, the value of r required to generate inconsistent knowl-
edge bases is dependent on s. For example, a random 〈2, 2〉-formulae knowledge
base where r = 0.75 will be inconsistent with a high probability, but a random
〈3, 2〉-formulae knowledge base where r = 0.75 will be consistent with a high
probability.

In order to describe phase transitions more formally, we now introduce the
concept of an ε-window [NV05].

De�nition 17. Let S be a set of ordered pairs of real numbers s.t. (a, b) ∈ S,
a > 0 and 0 ≤ b ≤ 1. Let ε be a real number s.t. 0 < ε < 0.5. Let Sε be a
set of ordered pairs of real numbers de�ned as Sε = {(a, b) ∈ S | b ∈ [ε, 1− ε]}.
Let min(Sε, a) (resp. max(Sε, a)) denote the minimum (resp. maximum) value
for a where (a, b) ∈ Sε. Then the ε-window of S w.r.t. b is an interval of real
numbers de�ned as [min(Sε, a),max(Sε, a)].

Let E = {e1, e2, . . . , en} be a set of samples of randomly generated knowl-
edge bases. Let S = {(r1, p1), (r2, p2), . . . , (rn, pn)} be a set of ordered pairs of
real numbers where ri (0 ≤ i ≤ n) represents the parameter value of r used
to generate each random knowledge base K ∈ ei and where pi represents the
probability of satis�ability for the sample ei. Then the probability of satis�a-
bility ε-window for E is an interval of real numbers representing the formula :
variable ratio range de�ned by the minimum and maximum values of r required
to generate a sample ei ∈ E where the probability of satis�ability for ei is in
the interval [ε, 1− ε].

Figure 3 shows the phase transitions, represented by 0.01 and 0.1 ε-windows,
for random 〈2, 2〉-formulae knowledge bases with di�erent values for v. Speci�-
cally, given each v ∈ {100, 200, . . . , 500}, then samples of 1000 knowledge bases
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were generated for each r ∈ {0.11, 0.12, . . . , 0.7}. A probability of satis�ability
was then determined for each sample. These ε-windows clearly demonstrate
that increasing the number of variables in the language serves to sharpen the
phase transition region for random �xed-shape knowledge bases but does not
change the region's general position. In other words, it is likely that the phase
transition for a given value of s will be roughly the same for any value of v (this
is supported by the results found in [NV05]). However, the phase transition
region is less precise with lower numbers of variables, e.g., v = 100 in Figure 3.

In a similar experiment, Figure 4 shows the phase transitions, represented
by 0.01 and 0.1 ε-windows, for random 20 variable s-formulae knowledge bases.
From this group, s = 〈2, 2, 2, 2〉 represents the largest and most complex for-
mulae while s = 〈2〉 represents the smallest and least complex. Of the four
values of s, the phase transition occurs at the highest formula : variable ratio
range when s = 〈2, 2, 2〉 in contrast to the lower ratios required when s = 〈2, 2〉
and s = 〈2, 2, 2, 2〉. In other words, given a �xed set of variables, a random
〈2, 2, 2〉-formulae knowledge base will need signi�cantly more formulae in order
to increase the probability of generating an inconsistent base, since a higher ra-
tio means there is a greater number of formulae in relation to the �xed number
of variables.

We now move on to analyzing inconsistency through MISes. Since �nding
MISes in a knowledge base is a computationally di�cult problem, a solution
may not always be found within a �xed period of time. For this reason, in
order to carry out a suitable evaluation of mimus, it is necessary to characterize
the feasibility of computing MISes in a given sample of knowledge bases with
mimus.

De�nition 18. Let S be a sample of knowledge bases, let n be a real number
and let {Gen,Trans} denote the MUS generalization and optimized MUS trans-
formation methods for �nding MISes with mimus, respectively. Then the n
second feasible set of knowledge bases from S w.r.t. a method Σ ∈ {Gen,Trans},
denoted FΣ(S, n), is the set of knowledge bases from S where the complete set of
MISes can be found by mimus within n seconds using a method Σ.

We can then de�ne a feasibility measure for a sample of knowledge bases.

De�nition 19. Let S be a sample of knowledge bases, let n be a real number
and let Σ be a method for �nding MISes with mimus. Then the probability of n
second feasibility for S w.r.t. Σ, denoted PFΣ(S, n), is de�ned as:

PFΣ(S, n) =
|FΣ(S, n)|
|S|

.

If we have a sample of random knowledge bases S generated from �xed
parameters v, r and s, then we can determine a probability of n second feasibility
w.r.t. a method Σ and these parameters. In general, as we increase the di�culty
of samples, e.g., by increasing the value of r (resp. v) but maintaining the values
of the remaining parameters, then the value of PFΣ(S, n) should not increase.
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Up to this point we have been considering both consistent and inconsistent
knowledge bases. However, from this point, will are only interested in inconsis-
tent knowledge bases. So, in order to evaluate samples of equal size, and since
a randomly generated knowledge base may be consistent, then for each sample,
random knowledge bases are repeatedly generated and a satis�ability check is
carried out until a complete sample is obtained.

In Figure 5, the previous intuition that the number of MISes would increase
as the value of r increases through the phase transition region is shown to
be correct. In this experiment, samples of 1000 inconsistent knowledge bases
were generated for each r ∈ {0.11, 0.12, . . . , 0.6}, given a constant v = 100 and
s = 〈2, 2〉. Then, for each knowledge base in each sample, mimus was run
using the generalization method to �nd MISes, with a timeout set at 10s. The
complete points in Figure 5, e.g., where r ≤ 0.41, show the mean number of
MISes for the complete sample, since MISes were found for all knowledge bases
in the sample within this timeout. The incomplete points on the other hand,
e.g., where r > 0.41, only show the mean number of MISes for the subset of
the sample where all MISes were found within the 10s timeout or a longer 60s
timeout. It is likely that the actual mean number of MISes for the samples
where timeouts occurred will be higher than is shown. This is supported by the
results for both timeouts, where the mean number of MISes rises more sharply
as the timeout is increased from 10s to 60s. In other words, the most di�cult
problems (where a timeout occurred) have, on average, a greater number of
MISes.

Given that the probability of satis�ability crossover point for 100 variable
〈2, 2〉-formulae knowledge bases was found in Figure 3 to be where r = 0.39, it
is clear from Figure 5 that an explosion of MISes occurs past this point. The
signi�cance of this result is that we can say, with a high degree of certainty, that
increasing the value of r will increase the number of MISes. This is particularly
important for the evaluation of any MIS implementation (and equally relevant to
the evaluation of MUS implementations) since we can identify the region where
the number of MISes will begin to increase from 1, i.e., the phase transition
region. Moreover, we know to expect that the di�culty (in terms of �nding all
MISes) will also increase with r, becoming prohibitively di�cult soon after this
point.

We have seen in Figure 3 that increasing the number of variables serves to
sharpen the probability of satis�ability phase transition region but does not
a�ect the region's general position. Figure 6 shows the results of an experiment
on the e�ect of the number of variables in 〈2, 2〉-formulae knowledge bases w.r.t.
the mean number of MISes and the formula : variable ratio. So, for each
r ∈ {0.11, 0.12, . . . , 0.6}, 1000 inconsistent knowledge bases were generated for
each sample S and the mean number of MISes was found for the set of 10s
feasible knowledge bases FGen(S, 10). The sequence was aborted when MISes
were found within 10s for fewer than 50% of knowledge bases in a sample S,
i.e., PFGen(S, 10) < 0.5. The results in Figure 6 show that the explosion of MISes
occurs more quickly as the number of variables is increased. The implication
in terms of evaluating mimus, is that the maximum feasible formula : variable
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ratio (in terms of the maximum value of r where all MISes can be found within
a speci�ed time) will decrease as the number of variables increases, since the
number of MISes will increase more quickly in relation to r.

5.3.2. Performance of mimus

In the next experiment, shown in Figure 7, the total runtime of mimus (us-
ing the MUS generalization method) was analyzed w.r.t. the number of MCSes
(resp. MISes) in random inconsistent knowledge bases. Speci�cally, Figure 7
represents the individual results for the set of 60s feasible random 100 variable
〈2, 2〉-formulae knowledge bases from all samples shown in Figure 5. Clearly, in
these knowledge bases, there is more correlation between the number of MCSes
and the time it takes mimus to �nd the complete set of MISes (using the gen-
eralization method), than with the actual number of MISes. Notably, with this
set of knowledge bases, it becomes much more di�cult to �nd all MISes when
the number of MCSes reaches the 2000-3000 region, after which the payo� in
terms of �nding the complete set of MISes within 60s, begins to decline. How-
ever this result is unsurprising given the hitting set dualization approach taken
by camus and a more direct approach to �nding MISes would likely produce a
greater degree of correlation between runtime and the number of MISes.

So far we have made several �ndings w.r.t. random 〈2, 2〉-formulae knowl-
edge bases and the performance of mimus, including: an explosion of MISes
that occurs in the phase transition region; a correlation between the number of
MCSes and the time taken by mimus to �nd the complete set of MISes (using
the MUS generalization method); and the e�ect of increasing the number of
variables in the language. Importantly, these �ndings are equally applicable to
other types of random s-formulae knowledge bases. For example, in each case
we have found that an explosion of MISes occurs where the interval values of r
represents the unique phase transition region for a particular s (as was shown
in Figure 5 for random 100 variable 〈2, 2〉-formulae knowledge bases). However,
the value of s (as with r and v) will also have an impact on the performance
of mimus. Before going any further, we now compare the two approaches to
�nding MISes: MUS generalization; and optimized MUS transformation.

In Figure 8, samples of 1000 random inconsistent 20 variable 〈2, 2〉-formulae
knowledge bases were generated for each r ∈ {0.11, 0.12, . . . , 2}. Then, for each
sample, mimus was run (with a timeout set at 10s) using the MUS generaliza-
tion and then the optimized MUS transformation methods for �nding MISes.
A probability of 10s feasibility for both methods was then determined for each
sample. So, the results in Figure 8 con�rm the �ndings in [LS07] that MUS
generalization has a clear advantage over the optimized MUS transformation
approach. The main reason for the poor performance of the optimized MUS
transformation method is that, in random �xed-shape knowledge bases, MUSes
will be evenly distributed between MISes and so, as the size of formulae in-
creases, so too does the number of MUSes that must be computed for each
MIS. On the other hand, if a knowledge base were to have a MUS : MIS ratio
below 1, then it is possible that the optimized MUS transformation method
would be preferable since extrapolating multiple MISes from one MUS would
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Figure 7: Total runtime of mimus using MUS generalization for random 100 variable 〈2, 2〉-
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Figure 8: Probability of 10s feasibility for random 20 variable 〈2, 2〉-formulae knowledge
bases. Each increment of r represents a sample S where |S| = 1000. The generaliza-
tion and transformation points indicate the probability of feasibility values PFGen(S, 10) and
PFTrans(S, 10) for S, respectively.

be easier than computing multiple GMUSes. However, since the state-of-the-art
algorithms for �nding MUSes are based on hitting set dualization, the number
of CoMSSes may prove problematic in this case. Fortunately, the optimized
MUS transformation approach is independent of the algorithm used to compute
MUSes so future algorithms may improve its viability. In terms of this evalu-
ation, these factors justify the selection of the generalization approach for all
remaining experiments.

Moving on to Figure 9. In this experiment, the total runtime and the number
of MISes for di�erent types of random 20 variable s-formulae knowledge bases
are compared w.r.t. the formula : variable ratio for each sample. Given that
lower values of r have a high probability of satis�ability, generating inconsistent
knowledge bases is more di�cult with these values. For this reason, we �rst
found the lowest value of r for which a sample of 1000 inconsistent knowledge
bases could be feasibly generated for each s ∈ {〈2〉, 〈2, 2〉, 〈2, 2, 2〉, 〈2, 2, 2, 2〉}.
From these lower bounds, samples were obtained for each s as usual by incre-
menting r by 0.01, generating a sample S and attempting to compute the set
of MISes for each knowledge base in S within a 10s timeout. As such, mean
values for runtime and the number of MISes were found from the set of 10s
feasible knowledge bases FGen(S, 10). This process was aborted for each s when
10 samples were found to have a probability of 10s feasibility equal to 0. Thus,
the range of r for each s represents a lower bound of r at which MISes could
be feasibly generated, to an upper bound of r at which MISes could be feasibly
computed within 10s. So, for each s and for each sample in this range, Figure
9 shows the mean runtime on the left y-axis and the mean number of MISes on
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Figure 9: Mean runtime and number of MISes for random 20 variable s-formulae knowledge
bases around the phase transition region. Each increment of r represents a sample S where
|S| = 1000. The left y-axis indicates the mean runtime while the right y-axis indicates the
mean number of MISes. In each case, the complete points indicate the results for S since
PFGen(S, 10) = 1, while the incomplete points indicate the results for FGen(S, 10).
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the right y-axis.
It is worth noting that while we increment r by a �xed 0.01 for each s,

in practice this increment may be too small to have an immediate e�ect. For
example, if we generate a random knowledge base where v = 100 and r = 0.611
and another where v = 100 and r = 0.612, then both will have 100 variables and
100 × r ' 61 formulae either way. This e�ect is apparent in the `step' pattern
which is most visible in Figure 9d. Seeing as we focus on di�erent regions of r
for each s, a 0.01 increment was chosen as a simple compromise for providing
comparable parameter values but precise results. From this �gure we can see
that mean runtime values level o� towards 10s. This is a result of the timeout,
since the results only include runtime values for 10s feasible knowledge bases. In
other words, the mean runtime for the incomplete points represents a baseline
for these samples since the results re�ect easier problems. Likewise, referring
to the results from Figure 5 (which shows an increase in the mean number of
MISes when the timeout is increased), we can infer that the mean number of
MISes for the incomplete points is a probable baseline for these samples. In
addition, the incomplete curves become less uniform for each s as r is increased
because the 10s feasible sample sizes decrease as r is increased. However, if we
follow the curves w.r.t. the mean number of MISes for the complete points, it is
easy to see why computing MISes quickly becomes infeasible as r is increased �
even conservative estimates will show that the number of MISes becomes huge.

Further to this �nding, we can also see that the number of MISes does
not predictably increase from 1 for the lowest values of r. When s = 〈2, 2, 2〉
for example, the lowest value of r in which samples of inconsistent knowledge
bases can be feasibly generated was found to be around r = 2.1. However,
when inconsistent knowledge bases are occasionally generated at this ratio, they
generally contain at least several hundred MISes. Thus, it is very di�cult in
practice to generate 〈2, 2, 2〉-formulae knowledge bases exhibiting small numbers
of MISes (e.g., less than 100). This also helps to explain why, for this s, only one
sample was found to have a probability of 10s feasibility equal to 1. In general
terms, we can see that mimus can compute as many as 60,000 MISes within 10s
for many complex formulae, e.g., where s = 〈2, 2, 2〉, while in others, e.g., where
s = 〈2〉, the number of MISes computed within 10s is much lower. So, given
that 〈2, 2, 2〉-formulae are more complex than 〈2〉-formulae, this suggests that
there is no obvious correlation between s-formula complexity and the number
of MISes in 10s feasible knowledge bases.

5.3.3. Summary

In summary, the �ndings of these experiments on properties of random in-
consistent knowledge bases and the performance of mimus in computing MISes,
include:

• the probability of generating an inconsistent random �xed-shape knowl-
edge base increases with the formula : variable ratio (r) (see Figure 2);

• the interval values of r where the probability of generating inconsistent
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knowledge bases rapidly increases (i.e., the phase transition region) is
dependent on the type of �xed-shape formulae (s) (see Figure 2 and 4);

• increasing the number of variables (v) serves to sharpen this region (see
Figure 3);

• when v is �xed, the number of MISes in a random inconsistent knowledge
base explodes in the phase transition region (see Figures 5 and 6);

• this explosion occurs more quickly as the number of variables is increased
(see Figure 6);

• the number of variables has a major impact on the feasibility of computing
MISes (see Figure 6);

• when v is �xed, the number of MCSes has a greater impact on the per-
formance of mimus, using MUS generalization, than the number of MISes
(see Figure 7);

• the generalization approach for �nding MISes signi�cantly outperforms
optimized MUS transformation (see Figure 8); and

• there is no clear correlation between s-formula complexity and the number
of MISes in 10s feasible knowledge bases (see Figure 9).

In the following section we will consider how these approaches to �nding
MISes can be incorporated into practical inconsistency handling techniques us-
ing a variety of inconsistency measures.

6. Measuring the inconsistency of formulae

In the previous sections we have shown that computing the MISes of a knowl-
edge base is possible. However, in terms of inconsistency handling, identifying
MISes is not a solution in itself. Taking the approach of inconsistency resolution
for example, the next step would be to modify the parts of the knowledge base
involved in inconsistency. However, when considering large or highly inconsis-
tent knowledge bases, manually resolving these inconsistencies would quickly
become impractical. Furthermore, not all parts of the knowledge base involved
in inconsistency contribute equally to the inconsistency of the base. For this
reason, the area of inconsistency measurements has developed.

Obviously there are too many existing inconsistency measures for us to pro-
vide a comprehensive overview. However, Figure 10 shows the classi�cation of
a selection of relevant formula-level (and some important base-level) inconsis-
tency measures from the literature. These include: the measure from [Gra78]
(denoted IncG in [HK05]); η-consistency from [Kni02]; the Coherence measure
from [Hun02]; the S scoring function from [Hun04]; the IMI, ILPm and MIMI

mea-
sures from [HK10]; the SIMI

and SILPm
Shapley Inconsistency Values also from

[HK10]; the IR, MIVR, IW and MIVW measures from [MLJ10]; the Blamev mea-
sure from [MLJ12]; the BlameL measure from [MLMM11]; the IDMUS measure
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Figure 10: Euler diagram for the classi�cation of some existing inconsistency measures.
In this paper we focus on those in the grey intersection, i.e., formula-centric formula-level
measures.

from [XM12]; and the IPm measure from [JR13]. Each circle indicates a partic-
ular category of measure where the intersections indicate measures which fall
into multiple categories.

In terms of the level at which inconsistency is measured, IncG, η-consistency,
Coherence, IMI, ILPm , IR, IW and IDMUS are all base-level measures, while MIMI

,
SIMI

, SILPm
, MIVR, MIVW, Blamev and BlameL are all formula-level measures.

However, the S scoring function and the IPm measure can be considered as a
special case since they represent subset-level measures, i.e., they can be applied
both as base-level and as formula-level measures.

The measures can be similarly classi�ed as formula-centric and atom-centric
measures. In this case, η-consistency, IMI, S, MIMI

, SIMI
, IR, IW and Blamev are

all formula-centric measures while IncG, Coherence, ILPm , and SILPm
are all atom-

centric measures. Measures that are considered both atom-centric and formula-
centric are those which deal with atoms (rather than formulae) involved in some
formula-centric characterization of inconsistency such as MISes. The measures
BlameL, IDMUS and IPm fall into this category.

As discussed previously, formula-level measures can be more useful than
base-level measures from a perspective of inconsistency resolution. The reason
for this is that they allow an inconsistency value to be assigned to formulae
based on their involvement in the inconsistency of the base, rather than simply
assigning an inconsistency value to the knowledge base as a whole. MISes are
particularly suitable for de�ning this type of measure since they represent the
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K6Φ1

Φ2 Φ3

Φ4

Φ5

φ5 = ¬expensive→ under$20K

φ8 = red

φ1 = red→ fast

φ2 = fast→ ¬fuelEfficient

φ11 = fuelEfficient φ7 = fuelEfficient→ ¬offRoad φ9 = offRoad

φ3 = offRoad→ expensive

φ10 = ¬expensiveφ12 = sporty φ4 = sporty → (expensive ∧ (black ∨ red ∨ white))

φ13 = cabriolet φ6 = cabriolet→ ¬bigCapacity φ14 = bigCapacity

Figure 11: Euler diagram for the knowledge base K6 from Example 10 showing MI(K6) =
{Φ1,Φ2, . . . ,Φ5}. The intersections indicate formulae which contribute to multiple MISes,
i.e., φ11 = fuelEfficient, φ9 = offRoad and φ10 = ¬expensive.

purest form of formula-centric inconsistency [Rei87, HK10, MLJ12]. Speci�cally,
every formula in a MIS is essential, i.e., removing any formula would resolve that
particular MIS, so the more MISes in which a particular formula is involved, the
more it contributes to the inconsistency of the base. Figure 11 demonstrates
this concept with the knowledge base K6 from Example 10.

Also, it is often the case that knowledge bases contain additional information
which may be useful in characterizing the responsibility of formulae for the
inconsistency of the base. In the case of strati�ed knowledge bases for example,
where some formulae are considered more important than others, it may be
useful to also consider this when measuring inconsistency. Some measures, such
as Blamev and BlameL, can take this additional information into account. So,
for each formula in a knowledge base, the inconsistency value is based on its
contribution to inconsistency as well as its degree of importance in the base.

Either way, once an inconsistency ordering of formulae in a knowledge base
has been determined, methods such as deletion, splitting or weakening [GH11] of
the most inconsistent formulae, provide a means to systematically and e�ciently
remove the causes of inconsistency in the base by resolving MISes. The practical
bene�t of these measures in relation to inconsistency resolution in a network IDS
rule set has been discussed in [MLMM11].

Although many di�erent inconsistency measures have been proposed theo-
retically, there is little practical discussion about the implementation of these
measures, nor about the feasibility of computing these measures for arbitrary
knowledge bases with hundreds or thousands of formulae, such as in QRadar7

or Snort8 systems. In most theoretical studies, only toy examples were used.
To systematically study the feasibility of computing inconsistency measures for
a given knowledge base, in this section we provide a brief overview of some

7QRadar is an exploit detection system from Q1 Labs/IBM.
8Snort is an industry standard network IDS.
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well known inconsistency measures. These include: the MIMI
and SIMI

measures
for �at knowledge bases; and the Blamev and BlameL measures for strati�ed
knowledge bases. The rational for selecting these measures is that they rep-
resent formula-centric formula-level inconsistency measures, founded on MISes,
which can be applied to traditional or strati�ed knowledge bases. As discussed
previously, formula-level measures represent a more discriminative inconsistency
measure in terms of the syntactic composition of the knowledge base which is
useful for a range of applications. Moreover, MISes are often viewed as repre-
senting the purest form of formula-centric inconsistency [Rei87, HK10, MLJ12]
so formula-level measures based on them are intuitive. The S scoring function is
omitted from our study since, when applied to a formula, S is equivalent to the
MIMI

measure. We also omit the MIVR and MIVW measures since they represent
an extension of the SIMI

measure which has been incorporated into the Blamev
measure. We omit other types of formula-level measures which are not based
on MISes, e.g., those based on inconsistent truth assignments in paraconsistent
models, such as SILPm

. We then carry out a full evaluation of these measures
(which have been implemented in mimus) using the randomly generated arbi-
trary knowledge bases discussed in the previous section.

6.1. Measures for �at knowledge bases

A simple base-level measure, denoted IMI(K), was de�ned in [HK10] as the
number of causes of (formula-centric) inconsistency in a knowledge base K,
i.e., IMI(K) = |MI(K)|. A simple formula-level measure for a formula φ ∈ K,
denoted MI(K,φ), was then de�ned in terms of a base-level measure I. When
IMI is applied as a MI formula-level measure on φ ∈ K, denoted MIMI

(K,φ), the
result is the total number of MISes in which φ is involved. In other words,
since every formula in a MIS is essential, MIMI

(K,φ) is the number of MISes
that would be resolved if φ were removed from K. So, the more inconsistencies
caused by φ, the higher the MIMI

value of φ.
The Shapley Inconsistency Value (SIV), another formula-level inconsistency

measure, was also proposed in [HK10]. This measure takes a base-level incon-
sistency measure as a payo� function in coalitional form and, using the Shapley
value from coalitional game theory, determines a proportional inconsistency
value for each formula in a knowledge base. So, given a knowledge base K and
∀Φ ⊆ K, the SIV for φ ∈ K, denoted SI(K,φ), calculates the sum of the inconsis-
tency of φ w.r.t. Φ, normalized with a weighting for Φ w.r.t. K. Unfortunately,
given a knowledge base K, a formula φ ∈ K and a base-level inconsistency mea-
sure I, then the number of subsets is exponential on the size of K where, for each
Φ ⊆ K, the value of I(Φ)− I(Φ\{φ}) must be computed in order to calculate the
value of SI(K,φ). So, compounded with the complexity of the underlying base-
level inconsistency measure I, the SIV is a computationally di�cult measure to
calculate. However, a logical property of the IMI measure when applied as a SIV
allows a feasible computation of this particular SIV [HK08]. Basically, when
the IMI measure is applied as a SIV on a formula φ ∈ K, denoted SIMI

(K,φ),
the result is the sum of the inverse of the cardinality of each MIS in which φ is
involved, i.e., ∀Φ ∈ MI(K) s.t. φ ∈ Φ,

∑
1
|Φ| .
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6.2. Measures for strati�ed knowledge bases

If there are two formulae, φ ∈ K and φ′ ∈ K, which are equally involved in
the MISes ofK, but where φ is considered more important than φ′, then it makes
sense that they should not be treated equally from a perspective of inconsistency
resolution. However, both MIMI

and SIMI
are based solely on the involvement

of φ and φ′ in the MISes of K, which means that MIMI
(K,φ) = MIMI

(K,φ′)
and SIMI

(K,φ) = SIMI
(K,φ′). To address this issue, a number of inconsistency

measures have been proposed which can discriminate between the responsibility
of φ and φ′ for the inconsistency of K, if K is strati�ed. Before discussing these
however, we �rst introduce a particular type of strati�ed knowledge base.

De�nition 20. Let K be a knowledge base. Let [K] be a partition of K where
[K] = {K1, . . . ,Kn}. Let Km �p Km+1 (where 1 ≤ m < n) denote that Km

has a higher priority than Km+1. A prioritized knowledge base9 K̂ from K is a

n-tuple of cells from [K], denoted K̂ = 〈K1, . . . ,Kn〉, where K1 �p . . . �p Kn.

Let K̂(i) denote the i-th priority level of K̂. Given a prioritized knowledge

base K̂ = 〈K1, . . . ,Kn〉, then the �attening of K̂, denoted K̂, is de�ned as

K̂ =

n⋃
i=1

K̂(i).

To illustrate this de�nition, we introduce a prioritized version of the knowl-
edge base K6 from Example 10, which will be referred to for the remainder of
this paper.

Example 15. Given the knowledge base K6 = {φ1, φ2, . . . , φ14} from Example
10, then the prioritized knowledge base K̂6 is de�ned as

K̂6 = 〈{φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4, φ5, φ6, φ7}, {φ11, φ14}, {φ8, φ9, φ10, φ12, φ13}〉.

The knowledge base K6 represents a scenario of choosing a new family car.
In particular, the formulae φ1, φ2, . . . , φ7 represent domain knowledge while the
formulae φ8, φ9, . . . , φ14 represent the combined preferences from di�erent fam-
ily members. In this case, the family's preferences are constrained by domain
knowledge and so, in the prioritized knowledge base K̂6, domain knowledge has
a higher priority level than preferences. Moreover, the formulae φ11 and φ14 are
agreed by the family to be the most important (or desirable) preferences. In
other words, K̂1 has three priority levels representing domain knowledge, more
important preferences and less important preferences, in that order.

The Blamev measure was introduced in [MLJ12] as a formula-level inconsis-
tency measure for prioritized knowledge bases. Essentially, given a prioritized

knowledge base K̂ and a formula φ ∈ K̂, then Blamev(K̂, φ) is a measure of

9For the purposes of this work, we simplify the de�nition of a Type-II prioritized knowledge
base presented in [MLJ12].
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φi MIMI(K6, φi) SIMI(K6, φi) Blamev(K̂6, φi) BlameL(K̂6, φi)

φ1 1 0.25 (0.02, 0.02, 0.02) (0.05, 0.17, 0.07)
φ2 1 0.25 (0.02, 0.02, 0.02) (0.05, 0.17, 0.07)
φ3 1 0.33 (0.00, 0.00, 0.11) (0.00, 0.00, 0.20)
φ4 1 0.33 (0.00, 0.00, 0.11) (0.00, 0.00, 0.20)
φ5 0 0.00 (0.00, 0.00, 0.00) (0.00, 0.00, 0.00)
φ6 1 0.33 (0.00, 0.06, 0.06) (0.00, 0.25, 0.10)
φ7 1 0.33 (0.00, 0.06, 0.06) (0.00, 0.25, 0.10)
φ8 1 0.25 (0.04, 0.02, 0.00) (0.09, 0.17, 0.00)
φ9 2 0.67 (0.11, 0.06, 0.06) (0.18, 0.25, 0.10)
φ10 2 0.67 (0.11, 0.00, 0.11) (0.32, 0.00, 0.20)
φ11 2 0.58 (0.10, 0.00, 0.08) (0.18, 0.00, 0.17)
φ12 1 0.33 (0.06, 0.00, 0.06) (0.23, 0.00, 0.10)
φ13 1 0.33 (0.06, 0.06, 0.00) (0.09, 0.25, 0.00)
φ14 1 0.33 (0.06, 0.00, 0.06) (0.09, 0.00, 0.10)

Table 1: Comparison of formula-level inconsistency values for the knowledge base K6 from

Example 10 (and the related prioritized knowledge base K̂6 from Example 15) rounded to
2 decimal places. Each row represents a formula φi ∈ K6 and each column represents the
inconsistency value for φ w.r.t. a formula-level inconsistency measure. Darker cells denote
formulae which are more inconsistent w.r.t. this measure.

the involvement of φ in the MISes of K̂, over each priority level. As such the
result of Blamev(K̂, φ), where K̂ = 〈K1, . . . ,Kn〉, is a vector of n inconsistency
values representing the inconsistency of φ at each level. So using lexicographic
ordering between vectors, the Blamev measure can identify a total order over
formulae in a prioritized knowledge base in terms of their involvement in the
MISes of the base as well as their relative priority.

The �nal inconsistency measure we discuss, denoted BlameL, was introduced
in [MLMM11] as an extension to the Blamev measure. Unlike the three previous
measures, BlameL also considers the atoms involved in MISes. Essentially the
Blamev measure is extended with a new signi�cance function for MISes, de�ned
in terms of the normalized number of atoms at each priority level of a MIS.
The rational being that if two formulae are of varying degrees of complexity,
e.g., where φ4 : sporty → (expensive ∧ (black ∨ red ∨ white)) is more complex
than φ12 : sporty, then they should not be treated as contributing equally to
the inconsistency of the base. This is also the approach subsequently applied
in the IDMUS measure from [XM12]. In general the BlameL measure provides a
deeper inspection of the formulae involved in inconsistency. In this way, blame
can be attributed to formulae in terms of their involvement in inconsistency,
their knowledge base priority level and their syntactic complexity.

6.3. A practical example

A full comparison, based on the knowledge base K6 from Example 10 (pri-
oritized as K̂1 in Example 15), of the four inconsistency measures reviewed in
this section is shown in Table 1. The formula φ5 is assigned a null inconsistency
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value by each measure, since φ5 is a free formula. The simplest measure MIMI

produces an inconsistency ordering with two strata where φ9, φ10 and φ11 are
considered (equally) as more inconsistent than the remaining formulae. On the
other hand, the more discriminative SIMI

measure identi�es φ9 and φ10 equally
as being more inconsistent than φ11. Unsurprisingly, when the prioritization
of formulae is taken into consideration (as K̂6) by the measures Blamev and
BlameL, a more precise inconsistency ordering is found. Interestingly, Blamev
identi�es φ9 as most inconsistent, while in contrast, BlameL identi�es φ10 as
the most inconsistent. This disagreement can be explained by the number of
atoms involves in the MISes for which φ9 and φ10 are responsible, as well as the
distribution of atoms across priority levels.

6.4. Experiments

Having analyzed properties of random �xed-shape knowledge bases and the
feasibility of �nding MISes with mimus in the previous section, we can now
begin to focus on the main motivation behind this work, i.e., the computation
of formula-level inconsistency measures. First of all, given a knowledge base K,
then the cardinality sum of MISes is de�ned as:∑

Φ∈MI(K)

|Φ|.

In Figure 12, the mean runtime required to calculate the MIMI
and SIMI

measures
for all formulae in a knowledge base is shown w.r.t. cardinality sum of MISes.
In this case, the subset of random inconsistent knowledge bases generated in
Figure 9, exhibiting between 1 and 1000 MISes, were divided into 40 (varying)
sample groups for each s: those with 1�25 MISes; those with 26�50 MISes; etc.
Then, for each s and for each sample group, the mean cardinality sum of MISes
and the mean calculation time for each measure were recorded. The purpose of
this was to allow the calculation time to be analyzed w.r.t. the cardinality sum
of MISes while avoiding the di�culty in randomly generating speci�c numbers
of MISes. However, the limitation was that the number of samples in each
group decreased with the increasing number of MISes caused by the explosion
of MISes in the phase transition region. Next, in order to evaluate the e�ect of
MIS cardinality, mean MIS cardinality values were determined for each s and
these are shown in the �gure. Clearly calculating the MIMI

and SIMI
measures is

linear in time w.r.t. the cardinality sum of MISes. Moreover, the cardinality of
individual MISes is irrelevant as long as the cardinality sum of MISes remains
the same.

By repeating this experiment on the Blamev measure, di�erences between
this measure and the previous measures become apparent. Figure 13 shows that
while this measure is also linear in time w.r.t. the cardinality sum of MISes, in
this case the cardinality of MISes does have an impact on runtime. It is clear that
random knowledge bases with larger MISes, i.e., where the mean MIS cardinality
is 30.78, represent more di�cult problems. The explanation for this overhead is
the requirement to compute Oppv for each formulae in a MIS (see full de�nition
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Figure 12: Mean runtime required to calculate the MIMI
and SIMI

measures w.r.t. the cardi-
nality sum of MISes for samples of random �xed-shaped knowledge bases with up 1000 MISes
and di�erent mean MIS cardinalities.
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Figure 13: Mean runtime required to calculate the Blamev measure w.r.t. the cardinality
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Figure 14: Mean runtime required to calculate the Blamev measure w.r.t. the cardinality
sum of MISes for samples of random �xed-shaped knowledge bases with up 1000 MISes and
di�erent degrees of prioritization.
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sum of MISes for samples of random �xed-shaped knowledge bases with up 1000 MISes and
for each shape s ∈ {〈2〉, 〈2, 2〉, . . . , 〈2, 2, 2, 2〉}.

in [MLJ12]). Aside from this, the Blamev measure is signi�cantly more di�cult
than the MIMI

and SIMI
measures (taking around 200ms for a 10,000 cardinality

sum of MISes, given a �at knowledge base with 6.64 mean MIS cardinality,
compared to 4ms and 6ms for MIMI

and SIMI
, respectively).

Up to this point we have only carried out experiments on �at knowledge
bases. However, in order to accurately evaluate the Blamev and BlameL pri-
oritized measures, random prioritized knowledge bases must also be generated.
The format used by mimus to represent these prioritized knowledge bases is to
append an integer to each formula representing its relative ordering. So, in or-
der to randomly prioritize a knowledge base K with n levels (where n ≤ |K|), a
tool was implemented using the in-built bash pseudo-random integer generator
$RANDOM. Then for each φ ∈ K, an integer 1 ≤ i ≤ n was randomly generated
and assigned to φ. After all formulae were assigned a priority level, the knowl-
edge base was analyzed to ensure that the number of unique priority levels was
exactly n. If this was not the case then the process was repeated until the
knowledge base contained exactly n priority levels.

Figure 14 shows the results of an experiment on calculating the Blamev mea-
sure for this type of randomly generated prioritized knowledge base. Speci�cally,
the set of 〈2, 2〉-formulae knowledge bases from Figure 13 were randomly priori-
tized with n ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8} priority levels. Again the knowledge bases, exhibiting
between 1 and 1000 MISes, were split into 40 sample groups and, for each sam-
ple group, the mean calculation time and mean cardinality sum of MISes were
recorded. In this case we can see that increasing the number of priority levels
in a knowledge base results in a linear increase in the runtime required to calcu-
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late the Blamev measure (taking an additional 100ms per level given a 10,000
cardinality sum of MISes). Whether a knowledge base is �at or prioritized has
no e�ect on the di�culty of �nding MISes.

The �nal experiment is shown in Figure 15. Since BlameL is an extension
of the Blamev measure, properties of Blamev, such as the e�ect of MIS car-
dinality and priority levels, will also be true for BlameL. For this reason the
mean Blamev time was subtracted from the mean BlameL time and so Figure
15 only shows the additional time required to calculate BlameL. This serves to
isolate the computation time required to calculate the additional information
and, importantly, to accurately evaluate the e�ect of formula complexity on this
measure. So, given the same sample groups of random s-formulae knowledge
bases from Figure 13, Figure 15 shows the additional runtime required to calcu-
lated the BlameL measure w.r.t. the cardinality sum of MISes for each s. The
results are unsurprising in that the most di�cult knowledge bases w.r.t. BlameL
are those with the most complex formulae, e.g., where s = 〈2, 2, 2, 2〉.

7. Related Work

There are very few implementations of MIS-based formula-level inconsis-
tency measures for knowledge bases. As far as we are aware, the most relevant
examples include: an implementation for measuring incoherence in description
logic through scoring functions [QH07]; an implementation of an abstract and
re�ne technique for �nding MUSes, using the SIMI

measure as a heuristic on ar-
bitrarily grouped clauses [GMP09a]; the incmeasurer tool for measuring the
signi�cance of inconsistency in requirements speci�cations from [MJL+13]; and
the prism reasoning platform (based on the SIMI

measure) from [KR13].
The Scoring function from [Hun04] is de�ned for a knowledge base K and

∀Φ ⊆ K, denoted S(K,Φ), as S(K,Φ) = |MI(K)| − |MI(K \ Φ)|. As men-
tioned in Section 6, the Scoring function is equivalent to the MIMI

measure
when applied to individual formulae in a knowledge base, i.e., ∀φ ∈ K then
S(K, {φ}) = MIMI

(K,Φ). In description logic, the notion of incoherence in on-
tologies corresponds (loosely) to the notion of inconsistency in classical knowl-
edge bases. In particular, the notion of minimal incoherence-preserving sub-
TBoxes (MIPSes) corresponds to the notion of MISes. The relationship be-
tween MIPSes and MISes was used in [QH07] to extend the Scoring function
for ontologies in description logic. This new scoring function for ontologies was
implemented using the kaon2 reasoner10 and MIPSes were found through a
process incorporating an early algorithm for computing MUSes [dlBSW03]. A
preliminary experimental evaluation was then carried out using three existing
ontology datasets. While this evaluation is limited, it is interesting because it
represents an experimental evaluation of formula-level inconsistency measures
involving real-world data. However, since this implementation is based on de-
scription logic, it is not strictly comparable to mimus.

10http://kaon2.semanticweb.org.
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In [GMP09a], a new abstract and re�ne technique for computing MUSes was
proposed to improve the feasibility of the hycam algorithm from [GMP09b].
This work was primarily concerned with computing a single MUS but also sup-
ported the computation of the exhaustive set of MUSes. In particular, this
approach involves arbitrarily splitting a set of clauses into m clause groups
(called clusters), then �nding the set of GMUSes and using SIMI

to measure the
inconsistency of each clause group. Then, based on these inconsistency values,
clauses groups are split or pruned in order to re�ne the search space. A MUS
is found when each clause group in a GMUS consists of a single clause. Essen-
tially, the SIMI

measure is used as a heuristic to indicate where low-level MUSes
might be found w.r.t. GMUSes in a set of arbitrarily constructed clause groups.
This is an interesting application of a formula-level inconsistency measure since
it shows that these measures can improve the e�ciency of computing low-level
MUSes. In fact, this approach could be easily adapted to �nd GMUSes in a pre-
de�ned set of clause groups where these clause groups, rather than individual
clauses, could be clustered. Thus, formula-level inconsistency measures could
be applied during the actual search for MISes.

In terms of the incmeasurer tool, a new algorithm was proposed for �nding
MISes as a variation on an existing algorithm for �nding MSSes from [Mal07].
Speci�cally, the algorithm formulates the task of �nding MISes as a breadth-�rst
search problem in a binomial tree. However, in contrast to the state-of-the-art
work on �nding MUSes, the algorithm does not exploit the relationship between
the dual concepts of MSSes (resp. MCSes) and MUSes (resp. MISes). Instead
the algorithm computes MISes directly and so, while it bene�ts from root and
leaf pruning (as is the case in [Mal07]), it requires expensive unsatis�ability tests.
Also, since it is possible to �nd locally minimal subsets w.r.t. one branch which
are not minimal w.r.t. the set of subsets for the tree, the algorithm requires a
post-check for set inclusion to remove these pseudo-minimal subsets.

The implementation of this algorithm in incmeasurer requires arbitrary
formulae to be input in CNF and uses the sat4j11 library to determine un-
satis�ability. In other words, this implementation �nds GMUSes, rather than
strictly �nding MISes. So in order to integrate this into a real-world arbitrary
knowledge base system, CNF conversion and a mapping of formulae to clauses
would also be required (as described in Algorithm 1). Furthermore, there has
been no experimental evaluation of the performance of incmeasurer. However,
since the sat4j library is designed for �exibility and ease of use rather than per-
formance, and given that their algorithm does not exploit the state-of-the-art
hitting set dualization approach, it is unlikely that incmeasurer would per-
form as well as other systems (e.g., mimus) which are based on implementations
such as camus or hycam.

As for the prism reasoning platform, arbitrary formulae are automatically
converted to equisatis�able CNF using the Tseitin [Tse68] translation. This al-
lows conversion of arbitrary formulae to CNF with (at most) a linear, rather

11http://www.sat4j.org.
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than exponential, increase in size at the cost of introducing additional vari-
ables. Then the sat4j in-built GMUS implementation is used to �nd GMUSes
in the equisatis�able CNF which are mapped back to the original formulae.
Again, no experimental evaluation of this method for �nding MISes, nor of the
SIMI

measure, was carried out in this work. Aside from CNF translation, it is
unlikely that prism would outperform mimus in terms of computing MISes,
since (as with incmeasurer) prism is based on the sat4j library. In fact the
GMUS implementation in sat4j actually proved unreliable in the recent SAT
2011 Competition12, where it produced 40.61% bad answers (incorrect results).
However, the authors of prism have identi�ed this limitation and have suggested
incorporating camus or hycam in future work.

Each system represents an interesting application of formula-level inconsis-
tency measures, namely: incoherence in description logic ontologies; a heuris-
tic MUS search; inconsistency in requirements speci�cations; and a reasoning
platform based on the SIMI

measure, respectively. Of the four examples, in-
cmeasurer and prism are most closely related to mimus. However, in terms
of performance, their reliance on the sat4j library for �nding GMUSes means
that other systems which are based on state-of-the-art implementations such
as camus or hycam (e.g., mimus), are likely to outperform them in terms of
�nding MISes. On the other hand, given that mimus currently incorporates
exponential CNF conversion, the Tseitin translation (used by prism) for CNF
conversion is an interesting optimization and could be included in future ver-
sions of mimus. Importantly, the main limitation of these two systems as we
see it, is the lack of an experimental evaluation. We believe that the approach
taken in our evaluation, in terms of generating random arbitrary knowledge
bases, represents a suitable and e�ective means of evaluating these systems.

8. Conclusion

In this paper we have argued that there is a need for an automated ap-
proach to inconsistency handling in many real-world knowledge bases. To that
end we have suggested the use of formula-level inconsistency measures, based
on MISes, as a viable means of achieving this. Through the development and
implementation of the mimus tool, followed by an extensive evaluation with
random arbitrary knowledge bases, we have demonstrated the feasibility of this
approach. In particular, MUS algorithms such as camus represent a practi-
cal means to accomplish the computationally di�cult task of �nding MISes.
Our evaluation has shown that these algorithms are viable for many large and
complex inconsistent knowledge bases. In terms of calculating MIS-orientated
formula-level inconsistency measures, our experiments have shown that they are
comparatively trivial to compute after the set of MISes has been found.

To summarize the main contributions of this paper, we have:

12http://www.cril.univ-artois.fr/SAT11/results.
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• established connections between MUSes (from the SAT community) and
MISes (from the inconsistency measure community);

• presented an existing MUS generalization approach to �nding MISes;

• proposed an alternative optimized MUS transformation approach;

• implemented both approaches to �nding MISes (using the state-of-the-art
camus MUS algorithm) in a tool called mimus;

• selected and compared a representative sample of formula-level inconsis-
tency measures from the literature, including those for strati�ed knowledge
bases;

• implemented this selection of inconsistency measures in mimus;

• proposed the use of genbal to generate random arbitrary knowledge bases
(including strati�ed knowledge bases) and described their characteristics
in terms of inconsistency and MISes; and

• completed an extensive experimental evaluation of mimus using these ran-
dom arbitrary knowledge bases.

The approach taken during this evaluation of mimus, in terms of generating
random arbitrary propositional knowledge bases (both �at and strati�ed), pro-
vides a useful foundation for evaluating a number of similar applications. These
include:

• other inconsistency measures for propositional knowledge bases not in-
cluded in this work, such as base-level and model-based measures;

• belief merging and revision operators which are still largely theoretical;
and

• uncertain knowledge bases where random formulae could, for example, be
assigned a random probability value.

The nature of real-world systems means that it can be a challenge to obtain
suitable knowledge bases for evaluating these applications. This in itself can
limit such an evaluation because of the quantity and variety of experimental
data available. While not a comprehensive solution, random knowledge bases
on the other hand provide a solid and well supported source of experimental
data. The properties of random knowledge bases identi�ed and discussed in
this evaluation, such as sharp phase transitions and the explosion of MISes, will
have implications for these applications also.

In terms of future work, we plan to investigate the use of an equisatis�able
CNF translation of arbitrary formulae during MIS computation. We intend to
implement this in mimus to support an experimental evaluation. We also aim to
extend this type of evaluation (using randomly generated arbitrary knowledge
bases) to other application areas. Evaluating implementations of belief merging
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operators is particularly suitable since obtaining suitable test data represents a
similar challenge as faced when evaluating mimus. Finally, having demonstrated
the viability of mimus, as well as the bene�t of these measures in terms of
analyzing large inconsistent knowledge bases, we hope to incorporate this tool
into a real-world knowledge base system.
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